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9 STORY MEDIA GROUP
O (1-416) 530-9900

IN THIS ISSUE
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9 Story Media Group

KM+BM Media Group

A+E Networks

Madd Entertainment

ABS-CBN Corporation

MarVista Entertainment

4

Mattel

m distribution@9story.com
w 9story.com

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Luo Bao Bei (Kids 4-7 animation, S2:
52x11 min.) Luo Bao Bei is a bright and
spirited 7-year-old girl with a vivid imagination, on a quest to understand the world
around her.

ADK Emotions NY

Media Ranch

Albatross World Sales

15

Alfred Haber Distribution

Mediacorp

all3media international

Mediatoon Distribution

APC Kids

Mistco

6

Mondo TV Group

Luo Bao Bei

Armoza Formats

Nippon TV

Atlantyca Entertainment

16

ATV

NTV Broadcasting Company

Banijay Rights

ORF-Enterprise

Calinos Entertainment

PBS International

8

Red Arrow Studios International

Book Hungry Bears (Kids 3-5 animation,
52x11 min.) Join Crystal, Boomer, Melody
and Scout as they play and explore together,
learning lessons from the books that flit and
flutter like birds amid the paper trees.
Moon and Me (Kids 2-5, 50x22 min.)
Inspired by well-loved tales of toys that
come to life, the story of a special friendship
between two characters from completely
different worlds.
Clifford the Big Red Dog (Kids 2-5 animation, 78x11 min.) Join Emily Elizabeth
and her big red dog, Clifford, as they
explore their island home and go on big
new adventures.
Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
(Kids 4-7 animation adventure comedy,
75x11 min. & 1x55 min.) Follow the adventures of Xavier, Yadina and Brad as they
travel back in time to meet famous heroes
of the past and learn how to be their own
heroes of the present.
Labuntina (Kids 3-5, 10x3-5 min.) Sing
along with Lili Fish, Judi Bee and Kodi Fox and
learn about numbers, the alphabet, colors,
animals and much more in the magical world
of Labuntina.
Daniel Tiger’s Neighbourhood (Kids 2-5
animation, 206x11 min.) Features Daniel, a
shy but brave 4-year-old tiger who lives in
the Neighbourhood of Make Believe.
Anne of Green Gables Collection (Family
live-action, 3x88 min.) A retelling of L.M.
Montgomery’s story of Anne Shirley, mistakenly sent to live with Matthew and Marilla
Cuthbert, who had intended to adopt a boy to
help them on their farm.

CBC & Radio-Canada

17

CDC United Network

Rive Gauche Television

Cyber Group Studios

RTVE

Discovery, Inc.

Ruptly

Dori Media Group

Russia Television and Radio

10

Smithsonian Channel

Eccho Rights

18

Electric Entertainment

SPI International

eOne Family & Brands

Studio 100 Media

FilmRise

STUDIOCANAL

Gaumont

Superights

12

TCB Media Rights

Global Screen

19

GMA Network

Telefilms

GoQuest Media Ventures

Terra Mater Factual Studios

GRB Studios

Toon2Tango

Guru Studio

ViacomCBS

Gusto Worldwide Media

WildBrain

13

20

Hat Trick International

WinSing Animation

HBO Latin America

WWE

Incendo

Xilam Animation

Inter Medya

ZDF Enterprises

Jetpack Distribution

Zodiak Kids

A+E NETWORKS
O (1-212) 210-1400

m intl.sales@aenetworks.com
w sales.aenetworks.com
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Backstreet Rookie (Korea) (Scripted
lifestyle, 16x60 min.) Based on a popular
webtoon in Korea, a romance story about store
owner Choi Dae-Hyun and a girl he met four
years ago who comes back into his life as parttime worker and college student.
Generation Dating (Format, 60 min. pilot)
In a world of disposable dating, what would
happen if two strangers, one old and one
young, ran each other’s love lives?

Top Dog (Format, 60 min. eps.) A competition format for teams of highly skilled dogs
and their handlers. Teams are tested on
obstacle courses designed to mimic reallife challenges police K-9 heroes face on
the beat.
Learning to Skateboard in a Warzone (if
you’re a girl) (History, 1x60 min.) This
Academy Award-winning short follows a class
of girls at Skateistan, a nonprofit that began as
a skate school in Kabul in 2007 and grew into
a multinational educational initiative.
Shadows of Hiroshima (History, 1x120
min.) On the 75th anniversary of the
Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombings, this
special provides a gripping account of history, drawn from 20-plus hours of declassified U.S. and Japanese archives.
Court Cam (Crime, S1: 8x30 min. & 1x60
min., S2: 20x30 min.) A front-row seat to
some of the most wild, unruly and outrageous
courtroom moments recently caught on tape.
Alaska PD (Crime, 8x60 min.) Alaska’s
communities are lacking a police force. They
are bringing up cops from the lower 48 with
special training into a harsh new world.

Top Dog

Endurance: The Hunt for Shackleton’s
Ice Ship (History, 1x120 min.) Sir Ernest
Shackleton’s 1914 expedition to Antarctica
became one of history’s greatest stories of
leadership and extreme endurance. Join
explorers and experts in a search for
Shackleton’s long-lost ship.
Trapped: The Alex Cooper Story (Factbased, 1x120 min.) Based on the heartbreaking true story. A Mormon teenager’s
devout parents send her to a strict and ultimately abusive conversion camp after she
comes out as gay.
V.C. Andrews Series (TV movies, 5x120
min.) Follow Heaven Casteel and her siblings after their father devises a scheme
that threatens to destroy their dreams and
separate the family forever.

ABS-CBN CORPORATION
O (6323) 415-2272

m internationalsales@abs-cbn.com
w www.abs-cbn.com/internationalsales
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Make It with You (Romance, 30x45 min.)
Gabo must find a way to reconnect and fix
what he left unfinished in Croatia.
24|7 (Action drama, 10x45 min.) Desperate to
save her son’s life from an illness plaguing the
country, Mia forces her way into a laboratory to
secure the medicine, at the cost of her own life,
but then the clock mysteriously resets back to
when it all started.
The Soulmate Project (Romance, 10x45
min.) An unconventional love story set in a
dystopian near-future Philippines where,
instead of the usual way of looking for your
soulmate, the government assigns one for you.

THE LEADING ONLINE DAILY NEWS SERVICE FOR
THE INTERNATIONAL MEDIA INDUSTRY.
For a free subscription, visit subscriptions.ws
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Make It with You

Love Thy Woman (Family drama, 45x45
min.) Dana and Jia are stepsisters of halfChinese, half-Filipino descent being
groomed to work and someday head the
real estate business their father established.
Block Z (Action/thriller/horror, 1x101 min.) PJ,
a medical student, with the help of her
estranged father and friends, must find a way
to escape from the campus before they all
turn into zombies.

Gorillas under Stress (Nature/science,
1x52 min. 4K) Takes the viewer into the
nature of the world’s last wild mountain
gorillas and explores urgent questions
about species protection and the coexistence of humans and animals.
Land of the Far North (Nature/wildlife, 2x52
min. 4K) Above the Arctic Circle eternal light
and everlasting darkness take turns to challenge all animal and plant life, making this
region one of the most extreme, yet remarkable, environments on the planet.
Out of Europe—A New Story of Human
Evolution? (Science/history, 1x52 min.
4K) For the last hundred years, human evolution was explained through the “Out of
Africa” theory. But now fossil findings from
Europe and Asia are challenging that.

ADK EMOTIONS NY
O (1-646) 284-9801

m info@adkemotions.com
w www.adkemotions.com
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Beyblade Burst (Boys action, 51x22 min.)
Valt Aoi is crazy about Beyblade. As he battles,
Valt makes new friends and sets out on a
quest to become the world’s best Blader.
Beyblade Burst Evolution (Boys action,
51x22 min.) Valt and friends face daily
challenges as they battle their way to the
pinnacle of the Blading world.

Beyblade Burst Rise

Beyblade Burst Turbo (Boys action,
51x22 min.) Though Aiga is a Beyblade
newbie, he loses to Valt by only the
slimmest of margins. Anguished by his
loss, he vows to surpass Valt.
Beyblade Burst Rise (Boys action, 26x22
min.) Beyblade has taken the world by storm.
To master Hyper-Flux—the ultimate state of a
Bey—Dante embarks on a journey with his
partner, Dragon.

and Fred Sirieix reunite for another fun-fueled
road trip; this time, their travels takes them to
the United States, Mexico and Morocco.
The Elephant Hospital (2x60 min.) Take
a trip to the world’s largest hospital devoted
solely to treating elephants, which cares for
over 100 sick, injured or neglected animals
each year.
Grayson Perry’s Big American Road Trip
(3x60 min.) The acclaimed artist and broadcaster travels across the U.S., applying his
artist-anthropologist’s eye to unpicking the
tribal and cultural conflicts that underlie this
deeply divided nation.

Shallow Grave

APC KIDS
O (33-1) 8508-7017

Gorillas under Stress

Darwin in Times Square—The Science of
Urban Evolution (Nature/science, 1x52 min.
4K) We live in the age of cities. They eat up natural habitats, sending plant and animal populations in worrying decline. How does nature
react to this loss of biodiversity?
On Thin Ice (Nature/science, 1x52 min.) In
the Russian Arctic climate change is happening. The fate of people and wildlife is at
stake, as is the entire Arctic. Gripping
imagery and stories from one of the
remotest areas of the world.
Beasts and Witches (Nature/wildlife,
4x52 min./4x43 min. 4K) Through the
ages, fairy tales about animals’ magical
abilities have frightened us. Mixing animation and wildlife images, this series will
challenge our beliefs about animals.
The Rhône (Science/travel, 1x52 min. 4K)
The Rhône flows past historic landmarks,
high-tech industrial areas and an extraordinary variety of landscapes.
Paradise Preserved (Science/travel,
5x52 min.) Tells the stories of five exceptional and beautiful landscapes, which represent role models for new approaches to
nature conservation.
Cruising the Baltic Sea—A Summer on
the Water (Travel, 5x52 min.) Follow the
path of ancient Vikings and set sail on a
cruise through the Baltic Sea.

ALFRED HABER
DISTRIBUTION
O (1-201) 224-8000

ALBATROSS WORLD
SALES
O (49-341) 4428-2450

m info@haberinc.com
w www.alfredhaber.com

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
The Meadow—Paradise Lost? (Nature/
wildlife, 1x44 min./1x90 min. 4K) What at
first glance seems like an untended pasture
is revealed through the lens of a camera as a
vibrant and colorful universe: the meadow.

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
2021 63rd Annual Grammy Awards
(Awards/music show, 1x210 min.) It is all
about the performances on the world’s
most popular and prestigious televised
music awards show.
Shallow Grave (Reality, 8x60 min.) Murders have been committed elsewhere and

m info@albatrossworldsales.com
w www.albatrossworldsales.com

the victims’ bodies have been moved to a
shallow grave, making them the most difficult crime puzzles of all.
Let’s Go Crazy: The Grammy Salute to
Prince (Music, 1x120 min.) A mix of both
new and legendary Grammy Award-winning
talent gather to pay tribute to Prince.
Top 20 Funniest (Reality, 49x60 min.)
Includes comedic commentary over viral
videos, home movies, news bloopers and
more while we count down the week’s
most hilarious videos.
2021 27th Annual Screen Actors
Guild Awards (Awards, 1x120 min.) It’s a
night filled with excitement, drama, laughter and entertainment’s biggest stars.
Elvis All-Star Tribute (Music/variety,
1x120 min.) Top superstars celebrate the
50th anniversary of Elvis Presley’s legendary 1968 “Comeback Special” that
helped him reclaim his crown as the “King
of Rock ‘n’ Roll.”
Help! My House is Haunted! (Reality,
12x60 min.) From Zak Bagans, a series that
follows expert investigators who stop at
nothing to help families reclaim their homes
from unwelcome spirits.
Aloha From Hawaii (Music/variety, 1x60
min.) The specially remastered edition of the
record-setting, 1973 Elvis event that was the
first worldwide live satellite concert featuring a
single performer.

bublé! (Music, 1x60 min.) Superstar Michael
Bublé performs classic songs along with several of his popular original tunes.
Elvis: ’68 Comeback Special (Music,
1x60 min.) Remastered NBC TV event that
helped put Elvis Presley back on his throne
as the “King of Rock ‘n’ Roll.”

ALL3MEDIA
INTERNATIONAL
O (44-20) 7845-4350

m international@all3media.com
w www.all3mediainternational.com
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
All Creatures Great and Small (7x60 min.)
Based on the books by James Herriot, the
series transports us to the Yorkshire Dales in
the 1930s and introduces us to a host of compelling characters, both human and animal.
The Deceived (4x60 min.) A gothic romance
where nothing is as it seems, and asks the
question: should you put your trust in someone
else, even when circumstances threaten to
drive you mad?
The Nest (5x60 min.) Martin Compston
and Sophie Rundle star in Studio Lambert’s
emotional drama, which explores the complex world of surrogacy.
The Sounds (8x60 min.) A missing person
and a blissful marriage are turned upside
down in the sleepy settlement of Pelorus,
where nothing is quite what it seems.
Gordon, Gino And Fred’s Road Trip (S2:
5x60 min.) Gordon Ramsay, Gino D’Acampo

All Creatures Great and Small

The Search (60 min. eps.) Brand-new talent
show with global superstars Little Mix, who will
be creating a new band to support them on
their upcoming tour.
The Hustler (60 min. eps.) From the makers
of Gogglebox and Undercover Boss, a game
show where everyone is under suspicion and
contestants and viewers must turn detective.
The Fantastical Factory of Curious
Craft (60 min. eps.) A magical, fantastical
place like no other, where crafts of epic
proportions are created in a surreal factory
for celebrity guests.

m lionel.marty@apckids.com
w www.aboutpremiumcontent.com
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Kid-E-Cats (Preschool 2D, 156x5 min.)
Three little kittens, Cookie, Pudding and kid
sister Candy, are forever ready to jump into
action with endless enthusiasm and energy.
Roger (Kids 6-9 CGI, 78x7 min.) The lively
adventures of a little girl, the carefree, joyful
and occasionally perky Fatou, and an alien,
the clumsy Roger, on a tropical island.
Fox and Hare (Kids 3-7 CGI, 26x11 min.)
The cheerful adventures of the most unexpected forest friends: Fox, with a taste for the
finer things in life, and Hare, who is more
responsible and gentle.
Tinka’s Tale (Live-action family, 24x26 min.)
When 15-year-old Tinka discovers she is half
pixie, half human, she embarks on a true
adventure in the hopes of finding the valuable
Christmas Star.

Dinocity

THE LEADING SUPPLIER OF GLOBAL MEDIA NEWS IN SPANISH
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Little Tiaras (Kids 5-8 CGI, 52x7 min.) Five
princesses arrive from faraway lands to study
wizardry on the mysterious island of
Wondermont. Adventures, secrets and dangers await them.
Galactic Agency (Kids 6-9 2D, 52x11 min.)
These all-repair specialists come to the rescue
at any destination in the galaxy. But with freaky
creatures and oddities, nothing ever goes as
expected.
Dinocity (Kids 3-7 2D, 52x5 min.) Fun
stories around a family of city dinosaurs:
little Ricky and her sister Tira—who can turn
everyday situations into something
extraordinary—and their parents.
Huggleboo (Preschool 2D, 26x7 min.) A
wayward little girl lives small adventures in
and around her house, exploring things that
seem normal to us but very special to her.
Memories of Nanette (Kids 6-9 2D,
52x13 min.) When 9-year-old Nanette
arrives in the countryside for the first time,
she discovers an environment very different
from the city.
The Wish (Family live action, 24x26 min.)
A young angel is sent to Earth to help
12-year-old July make her wish come true:
to spend Christmas with her whole, rather
dysfunctional, family.

ARMOZA FORMATS
O (972-3) 540-8333

m info@armozaformats.com
w www.armozaformats.com
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
The Moves (Studio ent., 60-90 min. eps.)
Four all-star coaches go head-to-head to
give the best dance makeover, proving that
everyone can learn to move.
Beat the Grid (Game show, 30 min. eps.)
This interactive game show brings a giant
battle-of-minds to life as one contestant
fights against millions of viewers to “beat
the grid.”

La Famiglia

Queens of Love (Dating, 60 min. eps.)
Three fabulous drag queens use their outspoken and wild personalities to help one
hopeless single find love as they audition
four potential suitors together and choose
her perfect match.
Singerella (Factual, 60 min. eps.) One
unsuspecting and talented girl will be surprised with the chance of a lifetime—to perform with a musical icon and fulfil her dreams.
The Food Ambassadors (Fact-ent.,
8x60 min.) Follow a renowned chef as he
embarks on an international journey to
meet fellow culinary masters from his
home country. Comes with a digital companion show.
Single Parents Cruising (Dating/reality, 60
min. eps.) One single mom and one single
dad set sail on a ten-day cruise with ten suitors who will compete for the chance to
sweep them off their feet while also trying to
win over their children.

Song of My Life (Studio ent., 60 min.
eps.) The studio entertainment show in
which four celebrity contestants try to
uncover who has a personal connection to
each live song performance.
Double or Nothing (Studio challenge
show, 60 min. eps.) Shiny floor game show
in which a couple must do twice as well as
their opponent on different challenges to
win big money.
La Famiglia (Comedy format, 45x30
min.) Set around the therapy sessions of a
couple from an ordinary suburban family,
as they flashback to the most embarrassing, awkward and insane moments that are
a part of every family’s life.
Allenby (Drama format, 12x60 min.) This
psychological drama takes place in the
depths of Tel Aviv’s night life, giving insight
into the secret underworld of a strippers’
bar and access to a world that is famously
restricted.

ATV
O (90-212) 381-2848

m info@atvdistribution.com
w www.atvdistribution.com
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
The Ottoman (Drama, 45 min. eps.)
Osman will fight for the future of the Kayı
tribe and to be reunited with his love, Bala
Hanım.
Hercai (Drama, 160x45 min., S2 ongoing)
Reyyan and Miran try to appreciate their
love despite all obstacles.

ATLANTYCA
ENTERTAINMENT
O (39-02) 4300-101

m distribution@atlantyca.it
w www.atlantyca.com
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Berry Bees (Kids 5-9 2D, 52x12 min.)
Bobby, Lola and Juliette, three ordinary girls
with the most extraordinary talents, have
been recruited by the B.I.A. to become
spies and solve missions in which only
child agents can be involved.
Bat Pat (Kids 5-9 2D, 104x11 min.) Bat Pat
and his friends Martin, Leo and Rebecca
unravel mysteries and cross paths with
supernatural creatures who don’t really want
to hurt anyone. In fact, what they need is help.
Geronimo Stilton (Kids 6+ 2D, 78x23
min.) The famous mouse journalist, together
with his companions, Benjamin, Trap and
Thea, is launched into adventures in New
Mouse City and around the world. Every
day is a new story to tell.
Nutri Ventures (Kids 6+ 2D, 52x23 min.)
Four brave kids have a mission: saving the
food in order to save the world in the seven
kingdoms. Because only food can give
them Nutri-Powers.
Toy Cop (Kids 3-7 CGI, 52x13 min.) When the
kid Dori leaves his room, the toy world comes
to life, and the Toy Cop crew is there to keep
the peace.
Dive Olly Dive (CGI, 104x11 min.) The funfilled underwater escapades of two research
submarines-in-training who, under the guidance of Diver Doug, discover the marvels of
Safe Harbour.
ZDFE.junior Catalog Atlantyca also distributes programs from ZDF Enterprises’ Junior
catalog in Italy.

The Ottoman

Love and Secrets (Drama, 45 min. eps.,
ongoing) Ali and Pilot, unaware that they
are brothers, will begin to fight each other.
Ali and Sevda, completely opposite characters, will fall in love.
Lifeline (Drama, 173x45 min., S3 ongoing) Sold to a businessman as a child
bride, Nefes suffers at the hands of her
husband’s abuse.
Grand Family (Drama, 181x45 min.) Hizir, a
high-ranking member of a weapons smuggling syndicate, attempts to hold his family
together and survive without choosing
between his wife and his mistress.
Don’t Leave Me (Drama, 147x45 min., S2
ongoing) Arzu, her husband Cengiz and her
two sons, Tarik and Emre, live together in
Ankara.
Love and Hate (Drama, 280x45 min.) Ali,
who spent his youth in prison and didn’t
learn to love, and Mavi, who never loved
anyone, get to know each other only by the
letters they exchange. Now it’s time to meet
face to face.
Orphan Flowers (Drama, 297x45 min.,
ongoing) Eylül is left in an orphanage. While
bad days are ahead of her, she manages to
form good friendships.

BANIJAY RIGHTS
O (44-20) 7013-4000

m sales@banijayrights.com
w banijayrights.com

Berry Bees

unwavering journey of the two detectives who
led an investigation, solving numerous homicides in Sweden during the 1980’s.
Stacey Dooley Investigates: The Whale
Hunters (Factual, 1x60 min.) Stacey investigates the controversial world of whale hunting,
a practice that has made headlines as whalers
defy international pressure to ban the practice.
Beethoven (Factual, 3x60 min.)
Beethoven’s story, told in the present tense
through a cast of internationally famous
musicians and unpacked by the real words
of Beethoven himself.
Britain’s Most Expensive Home:
Building for a Billionaire (Factual, 1x60
min.) Charts the construction of Britain’s
most expensive home, a mega-mansion
being renovated for John Caudwell in the
heart of Mayfair.
Murder Trial: The Disappearance of
Margaret Fleming (Factual, 2x60 min.) The
investigation and trial of two carers accused
of murdering 35-year-old Margaret
Fleming, a woman in their care.
The Secret Life of the Museum (Factual,
4x60 min. & format) Gives children the
opportunity to explore Britain’s museums
after closing time. With free rein to roam
unsupervised, where will their inquisitive
minds lead them?

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
GR5: Into the Wilderness (Scripted, 8x45
min.) When a young woman goes missing
while hiking the GR5 trail, her friends and
family follow in her footsteps and uncover the
truth behind her disappearance.
Bang (Scripted, S2: 6x50 min.) The return
of the award-winning crime drama. In
series two, a serial killer targets a group of
men connected to a historic sexual assault.
The Hunt for a Killer (Scripted, 6x45 min.)
Based on a true story, this series follows the

The Secret Life of the Museum

Beauty Laid Bare (Factual, 3x60 min. &
format) Four young makeup consumers
unlock the secrets of the multi-billiondollar cosmetics industry on a two-week
American road-trip.
Fort Boyard (Format, 45 min.-100 min. eps.)
The legendary adventure game show. Contestants face a plethora of physical and
mental challenges in Napoleon’s magnificent marine fortress.

CALINOS
ENTERTAINMENT
O (90-216) 999-4999

m info@calinosentertainment.com
w www.calinosentertainment.com
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Forbidden Fruit (Drama, ongoing) Yıldız
and Zeynep are two sisters who are very
close but have very different life goals:
Zeynep wants a successful career while
Yıldız is looking for a rich man who would
save her from her low-income life.
Our Story (Drama/romance) In one of the
poorest neighborhoods in Istanbul, Filiz has
become the mother of the family, looking
after her five younger siblings and her useless
alcoholic father.
Woman (Drama, ongoing) After the sudden death of her husband, Bahar, living
alone with her children, is surprised by the
sudden appearance of the mother—who
abandoned her as a child—and her
extremely eclectic sisters.

GET DAILY NEWS ON KIDS’ PROGRAMMING
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dvpmt.) An adventure comedy that plunges the
young audience into a medieval-fantastic universe full of magic in a world where myths and
legends come to life.
Li’l Doc (Kids 6-9 animated shorts, 52x2.5
min.) A series of medical capsules, practical
and humorous, explain, through the animation,
the reasons and the symptoms of small and
big diseases.
Trimates (Nature/science, 2x52 min.) The
epic story of three legendary women who
fought to save the great apes—and inspired
a generation.

Cherry Season

That’s My Life (Drama, 401 eps.) Bahar has
a modest existence in Istanbul with her adoptive parents and horrible sister. Unbeknown
to her, she is the secret daughter of a rich
businessman and a wealthy young woman
who died in childbirth.
Second Chance (Drama, 218 eps.) Deniz
has everything in life that she could wish for,
until her husband disappears without a trace.
She is left in dire straits and faces a daily
struggle for survival.
Relationship Status: It’s Complicated
(Drama) A struggling scriptwriter owes a
debt to a famous actor; to pay him back
she must become a maid in his home.
Cherry Season (Drama) An amusing tale of
unrequited love, rivalries, jealousy, flirtation and
some naughty behavior among a group of
young people.
No: 309 (Drama) Mistaking each other for
their expected blind dates, Onur and Lale get
drunk and have fun all night long, finally
falling asleep in room number 309 of a hotel.
King Shakir (Animated movie) A brandnew animation feature from Grafi 2000
and BKM.
Kiddo the Hacker A super clever little
boy, decides to find his mother before his
10th birthday.

CBC & RADIO-CANADA
O (1-514) 597-7050

m kasia.karwan@cbc.ca
w distribution.cbcrc.ca

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Fragile (Psychological thriller, 10x60 min.)
The story of an unlikely encounter—told
through flashbacks—of Dominic and Felix and
their unusual, tragic and secret friendship in a
small provincial town.
Cerebrum (Police investigation, S1:
10x60 min., S2: 10x60 min. in dvpmt.)
Psychiatrist Henri Lacombe runs the
National Institute of Mental Health. His
world turns upside down the day his wife, a
consulting psychologist, fails to show up to
meet him at a restaurant.
Conversations with My Parents (Comedy, S1-2: 26x30 min., S3: in prod.) Meet
the Morencys, a united, close-knit family,
despite the cynicism on display in their
near-daily interactions.
Marika (Kids 8-12 adventure, S1: 10x8 min.,
S2: 10x9 min., S3: 10x8 min., S4: 10x9 min.
in prod.) Curious by nature, Marika sees mysteries everywhere. She leads Annie and
Francis in exciting investigations.
Troubled Waters (Police investigation,
4x60 min.) Back in her hometown after a
tragic mistake that destroyed her career,
detective Marianne Desbiens is immediately thrust into a homicide investigation.
Amos the Mask Hunter (Kids 8-12 animation, S1: 13x22 min., S2: 26x22 min. in

shop in the Philippines, where a luxury resort
has attracted rich, powerful and sometimes
criminal elite from around the world.

CYBER GROUP STUDIOS
O (33-1) 5556-3232/
(1-424) 341-4911

m rmathieu@cybergroupstudios.com
w www.cybergroupstudios.com
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Gigantosaurus (Kids 4-6 2D-CGI adventure
comedy, 52x11 min.) Four young dinosaur
friends are about to leave the family and
explore a world full of mysteries and danger.
Taffy (Kids 6-10 2D comedy, 78x7 min.)
Follows the non-stop, slapstick extravaganza
faced by loyal hound dog Bentley when his
billionaire old lady owner Mrs. Muchmore
takes in an imposter posing as a wide-eyed,
fluffy angora cat.

Fragile

Murder on the Fringe (Crime, 6x52
min./3x90 min.) Investigating three of the most
notorious homicide stories of the last 30 years,
including the Moka Dawkins case, the Cobra
Killer and Bruce McArthur.
Feeding the Planet (Nature/science,
2x40 min./1x72 min.) Exploring the state of
global food security and what agriculturalists are doing to transform our relationship
with the Earth that feeds us.

CDC UNITED NETWORK
O (32-2) 502-6640

m silvia@cdcun.com
w www.cdcun.com

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
The Gentlemen (Action/crime, 1x113
min.) A British drug lord tries to sell off his
highly profitable empire to a dynasty of
Oklahoma billionaires.
Den of Thieves 2 (Action/crime) Sequel
to the action heist drama starring Gerard
Butler and O’Shea Jackson Jr., which
grossed more than $80 million worldwide.

The Gentlemen

The Minuteman (Action/thriller) A rancher on
the Arizona border becomes the unlikely
defender of a young Mexican boy desperately
fleeing the cartel assassins who have pursued
him into the U.S.
Around the World in 80 Days (8x60
min.) TV adaptation of Jules Verne’s classic
adventure following the English gentleman
Phileas Fogg and his butler Passepartout.
Almost Paradise (10 eps.) A former DEA
agent forced into early retirement runs a gift

DISCOVERY, INC.
O (1-212) 548-5365

m cara_brugnoli@discovery.com
w www.corporate.discovery.com
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
A Very Brady Renovation (7x60 min.) The
cast members who played the six Brady
Bunch kids team up with eight hosts to transform a property into an accurate re-creation of
the series’ iconic home.
Brides, Grooms and Emergency
Rooms (3x60 min.) Recounts the stories
of fantasy wedding plans that are completely derailed by harrowing medical
mysteries.
Christina on the Coast (8x30 min.) Cameras follow along as house-flipping expert
Christina El Moussa transforms clients’ outdated properties into high-end showplaces
while spotlighting her personal journey after
her split from her ex-husband Tarek.
Duff Takes the Cake (5x30 min.) Duff
Goldman and his team of talented designers,
builders and cake decorators are engineering
epic creations for good-hearted people serving their communities, helping them celebrate special milestones.

Gigantosaurus

Sadie Sparks (Kids 6-11 2D-CGI comedy,
52x11 min.) A teenage girl discovers she has
extraordinary powers—which can only be
harnessed in partnership with an ancient and
extremely grumpy magical rabbit who just
wants to retire.
Tom Sawyer (Kids 6-12 2D-CGI adventure,
26x22 min.) Tom Sawyer, a boy called to
adventure from the moment he wakes up, and
his friends are always on the go. Each episode
will tell one of their great adventures,
escapades or explorations.
Droners (Kids 6-10 2D-CGI adventure comedy, 26x22 min.) In Terraqua, a world 95
percent covered by oceans, Corto, Arthus,
Enki and Mouse firmly intend to win the
Whale Cup, the craziest drone race of all time.
Purple Turtle (Kids 3-6 2D comedy/
edutainment, 52x7 min.) Purple Turtle and his
friends Roxy the Chameleon, Zing the Rabbit,
Melody the Bird and Tadley the Bear celebrate
the joy of childhood, curiosity and discovery.
Orange Moo Cow (Kids 3-6 2D comedy,
78x7 min.) Follows the daily life of Zoh, an
energetic 6-year-old cow, and her little
brother, Boh, a sensitive and curious 4year-old bull.
Nefertine on the Nile (Upper preschool
2D adventure comedy, 52x11 min.) Nefertine
aspires to be the first female scribe in the
history of Egypt so she can describe the
wonderful world that surrounds her.
Bananimals (Kids 5-8 2D comedy, 78x7
min.) Gordon is a bull and a doctor. With
the help of his friends, he treats all the animals in his village by curing them of their
everyday ills and sorting out the endless
stream of misunderstandings.
Ernest and Rebecca (Kids 5-8 2D comedy, 52x13 min.) Tells the story of Rebecca
and her adventures with her “microbe”
Ernest, which she caught on a rainy day.

Mysterious Planet

Man vs. Bear (8x60 min.) For the first time
ever, humans will enter the bears’ turf and take
them on in a competition like never-before.
Mysterious Planet (5x60 min.) Embarks on
a series of epic journeys into the wild, across
continents, through millennia, to uncover the
answers to the mysteries that shape life.

DORI MEDIA GROUP
O (41-43) 817-7050

m sales@dorimedia.com
w www.dorimedia.com,
www.dorimediadistribution.com
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Losing Alice (Psychological thriller, 8x60
min.) Alice, an ambitious 47-year-old film
director, becomes obsessed with 24-yearold femme-fatale Sophie and eventually surrenders all moral integrity in order to achieve
power, success and unlimited relevance.
Normal (Drama, 8x60 min.) When 24year-old Noam Ashkenazy hits rock bottom, he finds his own route to normality in
the unlikeliest of places: the psych ward.
Power Couple (Reality format) Puts love to
the test like you’ve never seen before as eight
couples face extreme challenges that will test
how well they really know each other.
Rampensau (Dumb Germany) (Crime
drama, 10x60 min.) A frustrated, impulsive
30-year-old actress goes undercover as a
high school student, trying to help her arrested
boyfriend, and finding herself enjoying the
danger a bit too much.

GET DAILY NEWS ON DRAMA
SUBSCRIBE HERE: SUBSCRIPTIONS.WS
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Rampensau (Dumb Germany)

Corte y Confeccion (The Fashion
House) (Fashion talent/reality) Seeks out
the best talent among the self-taught, amateurs, students and professionals in the
fashion industry with careers related to
clothing design.
Run!!! (Kids horror, 10x30 min.) A group of
friends meet for a fun game night at an
escape room, but as the evening continues,
they find out that each room is designed
based on a different member of the group,
and they can’t get out without revealing their
deepest secrets to each other.
Shepherd (Crime drama, S1-3: 72x60
min.) A police dog becomes a key to solving
gruesome crimes and saving lives.
La Entrega (The Drop) (Crime/thriller,
10x50 min.) A series about the huge number of people who go missing in Bolivia,
revealing a world of power games, sex
cravings and violence.
The Box (Kids reality format, S2) Talent
show for kids (aged 5 to 14), where viewers
will see, for the first time, a social media
star born on TV.
The Best of All (Shiny-floor game show)
Is the average answer from a large group of
people always closer to the right result than
one person’s answer? This game will test
that theory.

ECCHO RIGHTS
O (46-8) 5560-9380

m info@ecchorights.com
w www.ecchorights.com
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Legacy (Drama, 100x45 min.) With her dying
breath, Seher’s sister asks her to take care of
her little son who lives with his father’s rich
family. Seher goes to live in the family mansion,
where she will eventually find what she least
expected: love.

Love Me

Love Me (Drama, 6x45 min.) How do different generations deal with love, passion and
emotion? A warm and humorous series
about relationships, grief and sadness.
Swiping (Drama, 8x45 min.) How will a single
mother of three kids in the middle of her career
find new love? Is it worth searching for a new
relationship at this stage in life?

Vlad (Drama, S1: 13x90 min., S2: 26x60
min., S3: 13x90 min.) A man who is
betrayed by his closest friends and fiancée
reinvents himself to take revenge.
Honour (Drama, 8x45 min.) How far
would you go to hide your darkest secrets?
This question hangs over four lawyers who
must defend not just their clients’ honor,
but their own.
The Promise (Drama, S1: 103x45 min.,
S2: 250x45 min.) Reyhan and Emir couldn’t
be any more different, yet their lives intersect with a promise that brings them
together in the most unexpected way.

Peppa Pig (Preschool 2D, 312x5 min. & 4
specials) Peppa is a lovable, cheeky little
piggy who lives with her younger brother
George, Mummy Pig and Daddy Pig.
PJ Masks (Preschool CGI, 156x11 min.)
Follows the nighttime exploits of three
young friends who transform into their
dynamic super hero alter egos when they
put their pajamas on at night and activate
their animal amulets.

ELECTRIC
ENTERTAINMENT
O (1-323) 817-1300

Driveways

m sales@electricentertainment.com
w www.electricentertainment.com
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Almost Paradise (Action/crime, 10x60
min.) Set in the Philippines, a DEA agent’s
tropical retirement gets interrupted when
he finds himself at the center of an international drug investigation.

The Outpost

The Outpost (Fantasy/adventure, 23x60
min.) After her village is destroyed, Talon travels to track down the killers. She discovers a
supernatural power she must learn to control
to defend the world against a religious dictator.
Stephen J. Cannell Library (Drama)
Includes TV hits from the 1970s through
the 1990s, among them 21 Jump Street,
The Commish, The Greatest American
Hero, Silk Stalkings, Booker, Hunter, Renegade and Wiseguy.
Change Is in the Air (Drama, 1x94 min.) A
peaceful community is forever changed
when a mysterious young woman with a
secret moves in.
Say My Name (Comedy/romance, 1x83
min.) When a one-night stand gets interrupted by a robbery, strangers are forced to
navigate the underbelly of a sleepy Welsh
isle to get back their stolen property.
Alone (Horror/thriller, 1x81 min.) A writer
finds peace in the countryside far from the
city but soon realizes that her inner demons
are not the worst of her problems.

EONE FAMILY & BRANDS
O (44-20) 3691-8600

m tseagers@entonegroup.com
w entertainmentone.com

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Ricky Zoom (Preschool CGI, 52x11 min.)
Ricky, a motorbike, lives in Wheelford,
where he shares his experiences with his
enthusiastic bike buddies Loop, Scootio
and DJ.

believes his identity has been hacked
and someone is manipulating and controlling him.
Rewind (Doc., 1x86 min.) Draws upon
home-video archives to revisit events 20
years later, piecing together the cycles and
consequences of abuse within one family.

Ricky Zoom

Cupcake and Dino: General Services
(Kids 2D comedy, 52x11 min.) Cupcake, a
pastry with a Napoleon complex, and his
fun-loving brother, Dino, strive to make a
name for themselves in the General Services
business.
Pony Life (2D animation, 52x11 min.) The
new My Little Pony show looks at the funny
side of friendship. Sugarcube Corner is our
ponies’ home away from home.
Power Rangers Beast Morphers (Live
action, 897x22 min.) A group of ordinary teens
must become something extraordinary when
they are imbued with superpowers in order to
save the world from evil alien monsters.
Transformers: Bumblebee Cyberverse
Adventures (Animation, 36x11 min.) The
Autobots and Decepticons power up and
master mysterious new abilities by converting Earth vehicles into Spark Armor:
battle-ready gear they’ll use to take the fight
to a whole new level.
Transformers Rescue Bots Academy
(Preschool animation, 104x22 min.) The
Rescue Bots Academy team are back to take
on bigger missions—and this time partnering with their teachers Optimus Prime,
Heatwave, Chase and Boulder.

FILMRISE
O (1-718) 369-9090

m contact@filmrise.com
w www.filmrise.com
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Icon: Music in the Frame (Music doc.,
6x60 min.) Presents the stories behind the
greatest music images ever made, from
those in front of and behind the lens.
Bloodline Detectives (True-crime doc.,
20x60 min.) Explores the advanced form of
familial DNA testing with key witness testimony, interviews with forensic and psychological experts and reconstruction of crimes
blended with archival footage.
Driveways (Drama, 1x83 min.) Follows a single mother (Hong Chau), who travels with her
8-year-old son to her late sister’s house to
clean and sell it.
The Dog Doc (Doc., 1x101 min.) Follows
the founding father of integrative veterinary
medicine, Dr. Marty Goldstein, and his colleagues in South Salem, NY.
Browse (Thriller, 1x80 min.) Starring
Lukas Haas, a film about a man who

The Short History of the Long Road
(Drama, 1x94 min.) A coming-of-age story
as teenager Nola (Sabrina Carpenter) learns
to live without her father, who raised her while
living out of his van.

GAUMONT
O (33-1) 4643-2000

m cecilia.rossignol@gaumont.com
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Narcos (True-life drama, 50x60 min.)
Netflix original chronicles the real-life rise to
global power and wealth story of the
world’s most infamous drug lords.

Narcos

El Presidente (True-life drama, 8x60 min.)
Amazon Prime original series inspired by the
real-life characters and events behind the
2015 “FIFA Gate” corruption scandal.
El Chapo (Drama, 34x60 min.) A look at
the life of notorious drug kingpin, El Chapo,
from his early days to his rise to power.
Hannibal (Drama, 39x60 min.) Hannibal
Lecter was a brilliant psychiatrist in the employ
of the FBI. His task was to help an unusually
gifted criminal profiler, Will Graham, solve horrible crimes.
Hemlock Grove (Drama, 33x60 min.) As
a town’s secrets begin to unravel, Hemlock
Grove forces us to ask, What is the true
nature of a monster?
The Art of Crime (Procedural, 20x60
min.) A hotheaded detective teams up with
an art historian from the Louvre to delve
into mysteries that capture French culture
and history.
Arsène Lupin (Crime drama, 10x60 min.)
French production commissioned by Netflix.
The Frozen Dead (Drama, 6x60 min.) A
horrific discovery in a small town nestled
high in the French Pyrenees begins to
unravel a dark mystery that has been hidden for years.
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Murder in Lisieux (Crime/thriller, 1x90
min.) A police commander and a nun at the
Carmel of Lisieux chapel uncover the mystery behind a dead body found in a newly
restored statue of Saint Thérèse.

Secrets (Drama/romance/mystery,
95x45 min.) Mysterious events and
destiny lead two childhood lovers,
Mykola and Katya, to reunite and return
to their homeland.

GLOBAL SCREEN
O (49-89) 244-1295-500

GRB STUDIOS
O (1-818) 728-4140

m info@globalscreen.de
w www.globalscreen.de

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Amber Alert (Drama, 10x45 min.)
Jonathan and Valerie are living out the
worst nightmare that a family can experience: the disappearance of their 12-yearold son Eliot, who is autistic.

Hidden Lies

The Gift (Suspense drama, 53x45 min.)
Joseph may be blind, but he sees what
ordinary eyes cannot see—glimpses of past
and future events.
A Place in Your Heart (Drama, 45x45 min.)
A good stepmother battles against the evil
ex-wife of the man she loves and the mother
of the children she has learned to love.
Broken Faith (Drama, 70x45 min.) In her
desperation to seek revenge against her
husband’s other woman, a wife becomes
the person she hates the most—a mistress.
Prima Donnas (Family drama, 90x45 min.)
Fraternal triplets separated from their father
must find their way back home and earn their
rights as heiresses to the family wealth.

m sales@grbtv.com
w www.grbtv.com

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Untold Stories of the E.R. (Factual, 150x60
min. & format) These real stories demonstrate
the dramatic nature of medicine practiced
under pressure.

Big Blue

Close Up with The Hollywood Reporter

Amber Alert

Petronella Applewitch (Animation,
39x11 min.) Offers a world of friendship,
imagination and a love of nature, packed
into episodes full of comedy and action.
Dark Woods (Crime, 6x45 min.) Based
on a real-life events, this miniseries tells the
story about a family tragedy, and police
officer searching for his missing sister for
more than 30 years.
Turbulent Skies (Drama, 8x50 min.) This
adventure drama series portrays the feud
fought between the pioneers of civil aviation in Europe, Albert Plesman and
Anthony Fokker.
A Good Year (Crime, 8x45 min.) A disgraced engineer and a down-on-his-luck
small-time crook hope to strike it rich by
claiming to have found Hitler’s wine cellar.
Rate Your Date (Feature film, 1x105 min.)
A modern look at the impossibility of love in
times of infinite digital possibilities.
Mountain Murders (Crime, 16x48 min.)
The stories of a mismatched pair of detectives and their family entanglements provide the perfect blend of incidental humor,
family life and a varied array of criminal.

GMA NETWORK
O (632) 8333-7633

m gwi@gmanetwork.com
w www.gmanetwork.com
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Descendants of the Sun (Romance drama,
40x45 min.) In this Filipino adaptation, a
soldier who must kill to protect lives and a
doctor who saves lives have to find common ground to keep their relationship alive.
Love of My Life (Family drama, 30x45 min.)
Stefano’s dying wish is for his loved ones to live
under one roof. Conflicts arise, testing how
much they are willing to sacrifice for his sake.
Hidden Lies (Family drama, 40x45 min.)
Two best friends will be caught between their
feuding mothers. Will they also become enemies or will their friendship lead to the reconciliation of their mothers?

GOQUEST
MEDIA VENTURES
O (91-22) 495-591-00

m contact@goquestmedia.com
w www.goquestmedia.com
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Ruby Ring (Drama/romance/thriller, 95x45
min.) A fatal accident disfigured their faces
and altered their destiny, putting two sisters
at a vital crossroad in their lives—in conflict
with each other for the perfect life.

Paper Pusher

Paper Pusher (Crime drama/thriller,
16x48 min.) Police archivist Andrey Vershinin
replaces a strong-willed and honest chief
who is killed after repeated warnings to not
interfere in certain criminal affairs. Can this
cop find a way to stop the toughest mafias
running the town?
Markuss (Crime drama, 8x45 min.) The
story of lonely English teacher Polina
Klochko, whose son Mark is kidnapped
from kindergarten. Five years later, in a
newscast, she accidentally spots Mark in
the crowd. Is he still her son?
I’m On Your Side (Romance/crime drama,
24x45 min.) Evil by profession yet loyal at
heart, Maksym will do anything to save
Anastasiya from the impending danger
from his uncle. Will Anastasiya see his true
self through the darkness of his sins to
uncover his unconditional love?
The Policeman’s Wife (Crime/thriller
drama, 16x48 min.) A seemingly frail
woman has to protect her family and her
police officer husband who is strong on the
surface but rotten inside.

GET GLOBAL MEDIA
NEWS IN SPANISH

adorable animals as they deliver magical
packages to the kind citizens of Pikwik.
True and the Rainbow Kingdom
(Preschool 3D, 30x22 min., 5x22 min.
seasonal specials & 1x44 min. holiday
special) True, our bright and fearless heroine, and her hilarious best friend, Bartleby
the cat, come to the rescue of Rainbow
City’s whimsical citizens.

Close Up with The Hollywood Reporter
(Celeb., 56x60 min.) This roundtable interview
series features the hottest A-list stars and
directors from the year’s most acclaimed films
and television series.
Cashed Out (Celeb., 10x60 min.) Whether
it’s drugs, dishonest accountants or greedy
parents, our Hollywood insiders know the
real stories behind your favorite celebrities’
massive fortunes and fallouts.
It Happened Here (Celeb., 10x60 min.) Visit
the locations of the world’s most controversial celebrity deaths. Discover the role fate,
circumstance and luck played in the icon’s
fame and tragedy.
Irreconcilable Differences (Celeb.,
10x60 min.) Watch as our panel of industry insiders expose the details of Hollywood’s
most controversial divorces.
On the Case (Crime, 226x60 min.) Explore
murder mysteries through in-depth interviews
with witnesses and suspects and examine the
evidence to unravel the mystery.
The Stalker Files (Crime, 10x60 min.)
Hear the chilling stories behind celebrity
stalking cases involving Gwyneth Paltrow,
Steven Spielberg, Madonna and more.
Executed (Crime, 10x60 min.) Shines a
light on the true stories behind some of the
most famous murders portrayed on the silver screen.
For My Man (Crime, 46x60 min.) From a
killing-sprees to banks robberies, witness
shocking stories of women committing
crimes in the name of love.
Man At Arms (Science docuseries, 18x60
min.) Expert craftsmen recreate iconic
weapons from video games, movies and
comics. Then, each creation is tested for its
strength and real-world functionality. Hosted
by Danny Trejo.

GURU STUDIO
O (1-416) 599-4878

m sales@gurustudio.com
w gurustudio.com
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Pikwik Pack (Preschool 2D, 52x11 min.)
Follows Suki the hedgehog and her team of

Big Blue (Kids 5-9 2D comedy, 52x11
min.) Siblings Lettie and Lemo lead their
quirky submarine crew to solve the ocean’s
mysteries and find the origins of a new
magical recruit named Bacon Berry.
Justin Time (Preschool 2D, 74x11 min. &
2x22 min.) Justin’s imagination catapults
him into larger-than-life adventures set in
different points in history.

GUSTO WORLDWIDE
MEDIA
O (1-613) 730-1728

m sales@gustoworldwidemedia.com
w www.gustoworldwidemedia.com
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Cook Like a Chef (Food/cooking, UHD:
20x30 min., SD: 152x30 min.) The modern, live-to-tape reboot, featuring a diverse
cast of four expert chefs with distinguished
culinary backgrounds, inspires viewers
how to cook, not what to cook.

Bonacini’s Italy

DNA Dinners (Food/cooking, 16x32 min. 4K)
Takes viewers on an emotional roller coaster
ride of self-discovery, with delicious dishes
along the way. Accompanied with recipes and
short-form content.
Bonacini’s Italy (Food/cooking, 30x30
min. 4K) Features celebrity chef Michael
Bonacini as he cooks sumptuous Italian fare.
Marketing package includes 132 recipes,
stylish webisodes and food photography.
Flour Power (Food/cooking, 26x30 min.
4K) Set in a retro-style kitchen, the host
inspires viewers with simple to extravagant
baked treats. Accompanied by 85 recipes,
webisodes and photography.
Fish the Dish (Food/cooking, S1: 15x30 min.,
S2: 15x30 min. 4K) Celebrates sustainability
while demystifying cooking seafood. Accompanied by 120-plus recipes with videos and
photography.
One World Kitchen (Food/cooking, S1:
30x30 min., S2: 24x30 min., S3: 28x30
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min. 4K) Features international cuisines.
Accompanied by 320-plus webisodes,
recipes and photography.
The Urban Vegetarian (Food/cooking,
15x30 min. 4K) Set in an upscale kitchen,
celebrates delicious vegetarian cuisine.
Accompanied by 45-plus recipes, shortform videos and photography.
Spencer’s Big 30 (Food/cooking, 26x30
min. 4K) Shot in real time, features healthy,
family-style meals made in around 30 minutes for about $30. Accompanied by 115-plus
original recipes, webisodes and photography.
Watts on the Grill (Food/cooking, 25x30
min. 4K) This cooking series is all about delectable barbeque and inspiring viewers to entertain guests outdoors. Accompanied by recipes,
short-form videos and food photography.
The Latin Kitchen (Food/cooking, 15x30 min.
4K) Explores three Latin cuisines (Mexican,
Venezuelan and Spanish) with three hosts.
Turnkey marketing package includes 60
recipes, short-form videos and photography.

HAT TRICK
INTERNATIONAL
O (44-207) 7184-7777

m intsales@hattrick.com
w www.hattrickinternational.com
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Bloodlands (Drama, 4x60 min.) From exec
producer Jed Mercurio (Line of Duty), starring
James Nesbitt (The Missing). A thriller set in
Northern Ireland. The hunt for justice in a cold
case awakens ghosts of the past.
Kate and Koji (Comedy/drama, 6x30
min.) Starring Brenda Blethyn (Vera) and
Jimmy Akingbola (In the Long Run). Kate
owns a seaside cafe and forms an unlikely
friendship with an asylum-seeking doctor.
Inside Missguided (Factual, 4x60 min.)
With exclusive access, this series explores
the dizzying growth and expansion of
Missguided, one of the U.K.’s largest online
fashion retailers.

Flack (Drama, S2: 12x60 min.) Starring
Anna Paquin (True Blood) as Robyn, a
sharp PR agent but a self-saboteur in her
personal life. Also stars Sam Neill.
Hypothetical (Format, S3: 24x60 min.)
The panel show all about hypothetical situations. The host presents comedians with
bizarre scenarios to see how they would
react, and awards them points accordingly.
Magnus (Drama, 6x30 min.) From the makers of Lilyhammer and Norsemen. A comedy
series about an idiotic but genius police
detective who tries to solve a murder rooted
in Norse mythology.

HBO LATIN AMERICA
O (1-786) 501-8317

m internationalsales@hbo-la.com
w screeningroom.hbolag.com
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Entre Hombres (Drama, 4x60 min.)
Takes place in 1996 in Buenos Aires, presenting a disturbing urban landscape
marked by intense violence and a lack of
moral, political and social values, typical of
the capital in those years.
Todxs Nós (He, She, They) (Drama/
comedy, 8x30 min.) Tells the story of Rafa,
an 18-year-old pansexual and non-binary
person who decides to move to São Paulo
in search of a new life.
El Huésped Americano (The American
Guest) (Miniseries, 4x60 min.) Follows former
U.S. president Teddy Roosevelt (Aidan Quinn),
alongside Brazilian army officer Cândido
Rondon, in a quest to explore unknown
regions and come face to face with indigenous
inhabitants of the Brazilian Amazon.

Extinction Rebellion: The Inside Story
(Factual, 1x60 min.) A “protester’s eye view”
of the attempt by climate change action
group Extinction Rebellion to “shut down”
central London, one of the largest mass
protests Britain has ever seen.
Mega Shippers: Land, Air & Sea (Factual,
10x60 min.) This exclusive-access-led
series goes global and takes an in-depth
look behind the scenes at docks and
depots, rail terminals and airports.
Rich Holiday Poor Holiday (Format, 4x60
min.) Two families or groups of friends swap
the holiday they would normally take. Will how
the other half holidays be what we think it is?
15,000 Beds and Counting (w.t.) (Factual, 3x60 min.) Behind the scenes of one
of Britain’s oldest and largest hotel groups,
Best Western. This series follows the HQ
team and its quirky collection of hoteliers.

Santos Dumont (Drama, 6x60 min.) This
period piece tells the story of Santos Dumont,
the famous inventor and aviator who captivated Europe with his aeronautical endeavors
at the turn of the 20th century.
Chumel Con Chumel Torres (Late night,
S5) A new season with one of the most
important influencers in Mexico, presenting
topics on political, social and other controversial events with his humor and irreverence.
Pico Da Neblina (Joint Venture) (10x60
min.) Depicts the story of a young drug dealer
who decides to leave the criminal life and use
his knowledge to trade within the law, in a fictitious São Paulo where marijuana has just
been legalized.

INCENDO
O (1-514) 937-3333/
(1-310) 614-2416

m greardon@incendo.ca
w www.incendo.ca
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Ice (Thriller, 60 min. eps.) At the bottom of
the world, a dozen people spend the harsh

The Light of Hope (Drama) Tells the
heartbreaking story of a family torn to
pieces. A mother, father and child must
overcome obstacles to find each other and
become a family again.
Bitter Lands (Drama) The story of a legendary love that begins in Istanbul during
the 1970s and continues in the fertile lands
of Çukurova in southern Turkey through the
trials of evil, ambition and tyranny.
Loved You Once (Youth drama) Ambition, arrogance, socio-economic differences, past lies and secrets will destroy
not only the lives of Aslım and Ozan, but
also the lives of their families.
Flames of Desire (Drama, 186x45 min.) In
an effort to become friends again after a huge
dispute, Bayram and his best friend Salih
plan to marry their children to one another
when they are of age.

The Ambassador’s Daughter

No Good Deed

Entre Hombres

Bloodlands

winter together in a British Antarctic
Research Station.
The Unfound (Drama procedural, 60 min.
eps.) The head of an elite man-tracker unit
risks destroying her team and exposing her
darkest secrets when she abuses her power
to covertly investigate her own abduction.
Next of Kin (Drama mystery, 60 min. eps.)
A teenage girl becomes the prime suspect
in her best friend’s murder, only to discover
some shocking secrets about her past.
A Brush with Love (MOW, 1x90 min.)
Jamie Spellman struggles to balance her
dream of painting with the reality of such a
difficult career choice, while having to choose
between two men who seem perfect, but for
very different reasons.
The Sisterhood (MOW, 1x90 min.) Ashley
is having a rough year when her sister introduces her to a women’s group that delivers
everything it promises, but the benefits come
at a steep and possibly illegal price.
The Lead (MOW, 1x90 min.) Sasha wants
to be a star news reporter but is stuck covering community events at the local TV station.
However, when she is kidnapped and held
captive, she suddenly becomes the story.
Rule of 3 (MOW, 1x90 min.) Alison’s
world is turned upside down when her husband suddenly dies in a car accident. First
it’s revealed that he was murdered and
then it becomes clear that Alison was not
the only one mourning him.

Glass Houses (MOW, 1x90 min.) Teenage
babysitter Carrie has a chip on her shoulder on
the heels of a humiliating family scandal.
When she finds out that the neighborhood
queen bee may be to blame, she is determined
to exact revenge.
No Good Deed (MOW, 1x90 min.) Karen
never planned on being a hero, but when she
saves Jeremy’s life during a drug store robbery, she quickly discovers that the young
man is intent on paying her back at any cost.
Within These Walls (MOW, 1x90 min.)
Finding her relationship at a standstill, single mother Mel breaks up with her
boyfriend. After he moves out, strange
things start happening in her house that
threaten her safety and wellbeing.

INTER MEDYA
O (90-212) 231-0102

m info@intermedya.tv
w www.intermedya.tv

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
The Ambassador’s Daughter (Drama)
Nare, an ambassador’s daughter, disappeared the night she was due to marry
Sancar, the son of a poor woodchopper.
On another wedding night, she reappears.
Ramo (Drama) Inspired by a real person,
tells the extraordinary story of a man who
goes against a ruthless crime boss, and falls
in love with the daughter of his arch nemesis.

Tainted Love (Drama, 30x42 min.) Cem,
an assistant general manager of a large
company, and Yasemin, a law student who
grew up in an orphanage, cross paths.
The Perfect Couple (Reality dating format,
60-90 min. eps.) Eleven men and eleven
women looking for love compete for rooms in
a luxurious house in the Caribbean.
Money Monster (Game-show format, 60
min. eps.) A studio-based quiz show in which
contestants win the money they manage to
count correctly after each right answer.
The Box Challenge (Game-show format, 60
min. eps.) Three contestants, each with a set
amount of cash, fight over 30 boxes in a game
that needs luck, intelligence and strategy.

JETPACK DISTRIBUTION
O (44-203) 561-5881
m dominic.gardiner@jetpackdistribution.tv

w www.jetpackdistribution.tv

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Chuggington (Kids 2-5 2D/3D, S1: 52x10
min., S2: 25x10 min., S3: 13x10 min., S4:
25x10 min., S5: 9x10 min., S6: 46x10 min.)
Wilson, Kodo and Brewster are young
trainees learning to ride the rails in the traintastic world of Chuggington.
Master Moley (Kids 4+ CGI, 52x11 min. &
1x30 min.) Follows adventurous mole
Master Moley, who uncovers a magical
book that has the power to bring peace
between humans and moles.
The Baby Club (Babies & caregivers live
action, 40x15 min.) Each show welcomes six
babies and their grown-ups and leads onscreen activities, while encouraging viewers
to join in at home.
A Week to Beat the World (Kids 6-12 live
action, 30x15 min.) Six super sporty young
stars travel around the world to compete in
some of the toughest and most unusual sports
on the planet.

Video interviews with leading players in the media business, industry analysis
and a recap of the week’s events—delivered to your inbox every Thursday.
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Becca’s Bunch (Kids 4-6 CGI, 52x11 min.)
Helps preschoolers discover how to chirp to
their own tune and explore new experiences
through play.

The Baby Club

Daisy & Ollie (Kids 3-5 2D/CGI, 52x7
min., 1x22 min.) A preschool series that
encourages children to be curious and
question the world around them.
Oswaldo (Kids 6-11 2D, 52x11 min.) Follows the misadventures of a school-aged
penguin, Oswaldo, who was adopted and
raised by human parents and who faces
his biggest challenge: surviving school.
Rainbow Butterfly Unicorn Kitty (Kids 611 2D, 52x11 min.) Centers around a spirited
and adorable kitty named Felicity who
acquires magical and majestic powers.
Dennis & Gnasher Unleashed (Kids 6-11
3D, S1: 52x11 min., S2: 52x11 min.) Features
10-year-old Dennis and his pet dog Gnasher in
Beanotown, a world full of imagination,
comedy and adventure.
Kitty is Not a Cat (Kids 6-11 2D, S1: 52x11
min., S2: 52x12 min.) The party is over when a
young girl arrives on the doorstep of a household of cats.

Designing Paradise (Lifestyle/design,
13x30 min.) Showcases Bill Bensley’s profound contributions to hospitality design,
transporting viewers and transforming
places to paradise.
Hollywood Weapons (Pop science,
32x30 min.) Thrilling action sequences
from movies and TV are put to the test.
Hosted by U.S. special forces veteran Terry
Schappert.
Kindness Diaries (Lifestyle, 26x30 min.)
Follow Leon, the host, as he takes you
along a transformative journey to discover
the human kindness of the world.
Selling Mega Mansions (Lifestyle, 26x30
min.) Welcome to the homes of the super
wealthy. Go behind the gates and see how
these millionaires live and decorate these
luxurious estates.
Wild World (Live-action kids wildlife,
22x30 min.) Showcases all types of exotic
animals.

MADD ENTERTAINMENT
O (90-212) 273-2434

m info@madd.tv
w www.madd.tv

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
A Miracle (Drama) Ali is a young, autistic
savant medical school graduate who had a
difficult upbringing. He is quite the genius, but
has trouble communicating with people
because of his condition. His biggest dream
is to become a surgeon.

KM+BM MEDIA GROUP
O (1-646) 369-5164

m info@bigmedia.tv
w bigmedia.tv

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Fatal Forecast (Weather/science, 8x60
min.) These days it feels like every day
becomes the hottest, coldest, dampest or
driest ever recorded somewhere. This series
closely examines major weather events.
Mafia D.N.A. (Factual, 7x60 min.) Takes an
in-depth look at the Mafia and some of the
most notorious crime organizations throughout the world.
My She Shed (Lifestyle/home-reno.,
13x30 min.) Thirteen entrepreneurs and
philanthropists who desperately need a
workspace work with expert design duo
Dario and Natasha to turn forgotten spaces
into creative havens.
Alaska Bush Pilots (Adventure/outdoors,
16x30 min.) Flying in fog, rain, snow or sleet,
these expert pilots service the thousands of
outdoor adventure seekers that flock to the
wilds of Alaska.

Wild World

The Choice

Love Storm (Drama) Firuze’s story of
being stuck between justice and love and
walking towards revenge, step by step.
The Choice (Drama) After being wrongfully
fired and seeing his son stricken with illness,
an idealistic professor seeks help from a
childhood friend, leading him on a dark
adventure he could never have imagined.

MARVISTA
ENTERTAINMENT
O (1-424) 274-3000

m sales@marvista.net
w www.marvista.net

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
The Lies I Tell Myself (YA, 1x90 min.) A
teenager returns to school after summer
camp and is love-torn between her on-againoff-again jock boyfriend and her sweet musician rebound guy.
Love at Daisy Hills (Romance, 1x90 min.) A
woman must work with her ex-boyfriend in
order to save her family’s general store and
learns to forgive and love again in the process.

Love at Look Lodge (Romance, 1x90 min.)
When a workaholic partners with a hotel
event coordinator to finish planning his
estranged sister’s wedding, he reconnects
with his family and finds love in the process.
Fatal Flatline (Thriller, 1x90 min.) A grieving
couple agrees to meet their late daughter’s
heart recipient, only to find out she is not who
she claims to be and will stop at nothing to
get her revenge.

Thomas & Friends (Digs & Discoveries)

I Do, Or Die (Thriller, 1x90 min.) When a
teenage daughter realizes her traditional
Romani parents have arranged a marriage
for her, she must fight for her independence—
and her life.
Island of Shadows (Thriller, 1x90 min.)
When a husband and wife take a muchneeded vacation, they quickly learn their family vacation home holds more dark secrets
than they imagined.
Killer Cheerleader (Thriller, 1x90 min.) A
cheerleading rivalry between the captain and
new star results in a series of murders, leading them both to believe the other is responsible for the crimes.
A Match Made in Lies (Thriller, 1x90 min.)
A single mother uses a rent-a-date service
and meets the man of her dreams, but soon
realizes he has a dark past and an even darker
obsession with her.
Nanny Lockdown (Thriller, 1x90 min.) A
live-in nanny thinks she’s found the perfect
family to work for until she learns they have
a dark secret.

Enchantimals Spring into Harvest Hills +
Secrets of Snowy Valley (Animation, 2x44
min.) In Spring into Harvest Hills, after a magical accident keeps spring from arriving in
Everwilde, the Enchantimals mount an epic
quest for Harvest Hills where they must ask the
heart of nature to restart spring before
Everwilde and everyone in it ceases to exist.
Enchantimals Tales of Everwilde S2 (Animation, 13x5 min.) This season, the
Enchantimals and their besties discover and
explore an exciting new world full of wonder. A
trip to Junglewood takes them out of Wonderwood and into a fantastical new land where
they meet wonderful new friends.
Thomas & Friends (The Royal Engine +
Marvelous Machinery) (Animation, S24:
20x11 min. & 3x22 min.) Adventure and
excitement abound for Thomas and the Steam
Team on the island of Sodor. Thomas’ new
friend Ruth shakes things up with new inventions and technology.
Thomas & Friends (Digs & Discoveries +
Steam Team to The Rescue) (Animation,
S23: 20x11 min. & 3x22 min.) In Digs &
Discoveries Thomas continues his global
adventure. In Steam Team to The Rescue
Sodor falls into chaos and the steam team
pull together to save the day.

MATTEL
O (44-207) 554-2500

MEDIA RANCH
O (1-514) 315-4548

Love at Daisy Hills

m content_sales@mattel.com
w www.mattel.com

m info@mediaranch.tv
w www.mediaranch.tv

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Barbie Princess Adventure (Animation,
1x72 min.) Barbie discovers what it means to
be a modern princess when she switches
places with her royal doppelganger. Barbie
helps a young monarch find her voice and use
her position for social change.
Barbie Dreamhouse Adventures (Animation, S2: 22x22 min.) Watch as Barbie navigates school life and sports with her special
blend of wisdom, warmth and can-do attitude.
Barbie Dreamhouse Adventures:
Magical Mermaid Mystery (Animation,
1x80 min.) What starts out as a summer
job at an epic waterpark in Malibu turns
into an underwater mystery that has Barbie
and her friends reuniting a lost baby whale
with its family.
Barbie Vlogger (Animation, 60x5 min.)
Barbie shares information about her life,
inspirations and favorite things. She loves
to do silly challenges with her friends Ken,
Harper, Ryan, and her sister Chelsea.

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Watch (Game-show format, 60 min. eps.)
Mixes emotional and exhilarating worldclass performances with a high-stakes
game show.
Get Lost Honey (Factual format, 30 min.
eps.) Three “live-at-home” young adults are
forced to leave their nest and move into an
apartment together. Will they make it on
their own, or go back to mom and dad?
180 Days (Factual format, 6x28 min. &
6x28 min. in prod.) Five university students
attempt to find out what it really means to
get old by living side by side with senior citizens in a nursing home for six months.
My Next Empire (Factual/competition
format, 6x36 min.) Eighteen entrepreneurs
will be tested to their limits as they compete for an investment of up to 10 million
kroner (nearly $1.5 million) from one of the
richest men in Denmark.
Judge for 1 Day (Factual format, 8x30
min.) Eight ordinary people are given the
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opportunity to be judges for a day. Will their
decisions match the real verdict?
Big Love (Factual format, 6x42 min.)
Three couples, all who have gained major
weight since they fell for each other, have
agreed to be part of an experiment. Will
eight months be enough for them to ditch
their bad habits, and their extra pounds, to
rekindle the spark?
1 Day, 2 Teams, 3 Animals (Wildlife format, S1: 1x60 min., S2: 4x60 min., S3: 7x60
min.) Two teams get 24 hours to find three
endangered animals, before it’s too late.

The Mark of Empire (4x60 min.) Peter Lee,
a Singaporean curator and scholar, explores
the history of four Southeast Asian empires
that made their mark on the world.
The New Silk Road—Road to Russia
(Factual, 4x60 min.) Undresses just what the
BRI means for countries along the ChinaRussia border.

MEDIATOON
DISTRIBUTION
O (33-1) 5326-3100

m info@mediatoon.com
w www.mediatoon-distribution.com

1 Day, 2 Teams, 3 Animals

Project Rembrandt (Talent/competition
format, 6x45 min.) Talent show that celebrates beauty, creativity and the human
spirit while searching for the best amateur
painter in the tradition of Rembrandt.
Blind Dating (Dating format, 1,911x30 min.)
In each episode, without seeing each other, the
participants must find their love match by simply answering questions while digging for
clues, and some dirt, on social media.
Manipulator (Factual format, S1: 6x28
min., S2: 6x28 min. in prod.) Using shocking experiments, scientific data, sociology
experts and the latest brain research, this
series reveals how easily we are controlled
and influenced.

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Sardine in Outer Space (Adventure, 52x12
min.) Join Sardine and her friends in an intergalactic space adventure, but watch out for
the evil villain Supermuscleman.
Tom and Lili (Comedy, 52x7 min.) These
tornado siblings are always making up
tricky plans to joke around. Creative,
unstoppable and clumsy, with them, disaster is never far away.
The Fox-Badger Family (Adventure/
comedy, 52x12 min.) When Margaret the
fox and her daughter move in with a badger
family, everyone must learn to get along,
resulting in a lot of love.
Bobby and Bill (Comedy, 104x12 min.)
Follow the inseparable trio of Bobby, his
spaniel Bill and skateboarding tortoise
Caroline on their hilarious adventures.
Martin Morning CGI (Adventure, 52x13
min.) Every morning Martin wakes up as a
new character, saving princesses one day
and searching for buried treasure the next.
Every day is a surprise.

m content_dist@mediacorp.com.sg
w contentdistribution.mediacorp.sg
The Garfield Show

The Garfield Show (Comedy, 214x11
min.) Join the lazy, overweight ginger cat on
his enthralling adventures.
SamSam (Adventure, 52x12 min.) Confront
villains and zoom around space with
SamSam and his stuffed animal SamTeddy.
Garfield Originals (Comedy, 24x3 min.)
Based on the classic comic strips, this new
series sees the jokes take place without
saying a word but end up in lots of laughs.
Little Furry (Adventure/edutainment, 78x7
min.) Learn all about the world with this
endearing adventurer who speaks his own
language and overcomes life’s obstacles.
The Adventures of Tintin (Adventure,
39x26 min.) Travel around the world with
intrepid reporter Tintin and his dog, meeting
all kinds of colorful characters along the way.

Beloved (Romance drama, 66x45 min.,
S2: ongoing) In the midst of an emotional
labyrinth, Aziz and Feride must not only
overcome the challenges of old love interests but must face the consequences of
secrets brought to light.
The Circle (Crime drama, 61x45 min.) The
story of two brave young men in a dark world.
Cihangir and Kaan are dragged into a game
created by the mafia, money and death.
Resurrection: Ertugrul (Drama, S1-5:
448x45 min.) In this story from the 13th century, our hero Ertugrul, the father of Osman, is
struggling to find a home for his tribe and the
woman he is in love with.
The Last Emperor (Drama, S1-2: 189x45
min., S3: 100x45 min., S4: ongoing) Sheds
light on the real-life story of the last, strongest
Ottoman Emperor, Abdulhamid Han, who
faced many schemes to dethrone him.
Surprise Marriage (Romance drama,
135x45 min.) Describes the love of Itir and
Tarik, who were born and raised in the same
neighborhood, fell in love and secretly married each other in university. How long can
they keep this marriage from their parents?

Grisù

Hey Fuzzy Yellow (Edutainment, 52x11 min.)
An unconventional curriculum-designed show
to equip children with 21st century skills with
an approach that mirrors the parenting values
of millennials. (Presented by Mondo TV and
Toon2Tango)
Invention Story (CGI comedy adventure,
52x11 min.) The tale of a creative young fox,
whose brilliant and eccentric inventions delight
the inhabitants of Carrot Town and infuriate the
angry, jealous mayor.
YooHoo to the Rescue (CGI comedy adventure, 52x11 min.) YooHoo and his friends travel
from their home in YooTopia to Earth to confront threats to nature and wildlife and meet
many endangered animal species.

NIPPON TV
O (81-3) 6215-3036

MISTCO
O (90-216) 695-1300

MONDO TV GROUP
O (39-06) 8632-3293

m silvia.darchivio@mondotvgroup.com
w www.mondotvgroup.com

m nippontv-ibd@ntv.co.jp
w www.ntv.co.jp/english

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Golden Cage (Romance drama, 100x45
min.) Zuluf and Kenan are the children of

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Grisù (CGI comedy adventure, 52x11 min.)
Grisù dreams of becoming a firefighter, even
if he is a little fire-breathing dragon. Every day
he proves that no dream is too big.

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Top Knife (Drama, 10x60 min./scripted
format) Drama about surgeons who handle
the mystery of the brain on a daily basis
and are constantly forced to ponder the
meaning of life, feelings, and the immense
struggles of the brain.

m info@mistco.tv
w www.mistco.tv

The Mark of Empire

MeteoHeroes (2D comedy adventure,
52x7 min.) Addresses issues like fighting
pollution and climate change through the
amazing adventures of six children who
transform into superheroes with special
powers over the weather.
Robot Trains (Comedy adventure CGI,
S3: 52x11 min.) New adventures for the
trains who can transform into robots as former opponents join forces with them to
take on new challenges.
House of Talent (Live action comedy/
lifestyle, 260x10 min.) A crew of teenage
influencers test their talents in cooking, science, fashion, music and more in the
rooms of a real house.
Agent 203 (CGI action comedy, 26x22 min.)
A coming-of-age adventure featuring a strong
and independent female lead on a quest to
save the universe and find her mother. (Presented by Mondo TV and Toon2Tango)
Aliens Vs Cavemen (2D slapstick comedy,
78x7 min.) A fish out of water, buddies with
little in common, slapstick chase, weird
alien zoo comedy: uptight clean-freak alien
culture vs booger-loving anything goes
cavemen. (Presented by Mondo TV and
Toon2Tango)
Sissi the Young Empress (CGI comedy
adventure, S3: 26x11 min.) Sissi and Franz
are now married. Sissi is still a free-spirited girl
and doesn’t hesitate to help her human and
animal friends around Shobrunn estate.

Golden Cage

MEDIACORP
O (65) 6333-3888

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
A Billion Chinese Dreams (4x60 min.)
We probe the meaning of happiness; the
result of economic growth; the rich-poor
divide; and the issue of sustainable development as the people seek to define their
Chinese dream.
Coded World (4x60 min.) Algorithms are
everywhere today, we are now using big data
to change how we live on a daily basis. This is
just the beginning of the algorithmic age.
Crime Science (3x60 min.) Travels to
Singapore, India, and the United Arab
Emirates to explore how technology can
help law enforcement agencies prevent,
solve and reduce crime.
Novel Coronavirus—COVID-19 (3x60
min. & 1x30 min.) Channel NewsAsia,
Asia’s premier news platform, is reporting
the situation in real time, providing the
most current updates of the virus around
Asia and the world.

two hostile families. This is the story of an
enchanting love born out of revenge.
Melek “A Mother’s Struggle” (Romance
drama, 100x45 min.) The story of a mother
who sacrifices everything for her children
and will fight to protect them.
My Champion (Romance drama, 100x45
min.) After his wife passed away, Kafkas, a
boxer, decided to give up everything. When he
learns that his son has a serious disease, it is
time for him to come back for the last round.
Hold My Hand (Romance drama, S1:
151x45 min., S2: ongoing) The love story
between Azra and Cenk starts with a
tragedy but later becomes fortune.
Family Honor (Family drama, 200x45 min.)
Cemal Ocak lives with his wife and four children in Istanbul in the ’70s and he earns a living from his automobile repair shop. His wife,
Neriman, dreams of having a better life and
sometimes she misleads her children with
such pipe dreams.
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Top Knife

Off the Record (Drama, 10x60 min./
scripted format) A successful tabloid reporter
who dishes the inside scoop on all celebrity
news receives shocking news of her own
when her dying mother reveals a big secret:
her absent father is a Hollywood star.
Our Dearest Sakura (Drama, 10x60
min./scripted format) Follows the story of a
young woman who works for the largest general construction firm in Japan. When a shattered dream and a lost loved one plunge her
into the depths of despair, her colleagues
stand up for her.
Block Out (Ent./game-show format, 60
min. eps.) Two teams of four, each with
their backs literally against a wall, battle it
out in a variety of physical games. The
team who keeps the most players on the
ledge for the longest wins the game.
Red Carpet Survival (Game-show format,
60 min. eps.) Contestants act as bodyguards
who must safely escort a VIP. Their mission
is to make the VIP stay on the red carpet, no
matter what.

NTV BROADCASTING
COMPANY
O (7-495) 725-5718

m sales@ntv.ru
w sales.ntv.ru

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Casting Lady Justice
(Crime
drama/comedy, 20x48 min.) She is a
detective but dreams to be an actress.
When this dream almost comes true, she
realizes that her place is with the police.
Reluctant Hero (Crime drama/comedy,
10x48 min.) A loser is diagnosed with inoperable tumor that shrinks when he commits heroic, selfless acts. Now he helps the
police with the most dangerous cases.
Wolf Trap (Crime drama, 16x50 min.)
After faking his death 20 years ago, a notorious gangster returns to his hometown to
avenge his family, who were killed by the
new mobsters.

Wolf Trap

Savage (Period drama, 12x47 min.) A
WWII criminal has changed his identity
escaping prosecution. But justice has to be
served and the hunt for the Nazi collaborator intensifies.
Murderous Fervor (Period thriller/crime
drama, 10x48 min.) The hunt for a serial
killer in the 1970s. The investigator is
caught between the investigation and fighting against coverups and obstruction.
Noble Detective (Period crime drama,
20x48 min.) A Russian count with an eidetic
memory decides to change his luxurious
but empty life and becomes a criminal
investigator in 19th century St. Petersburg.
Caged (Crime drama, 10x48 min.) An excon, a former UFC fighter, returns to his
hometown to start anew. But his father
drags him back into the world of underground fighting.
Flashlight (Crime drama, 20x48 min.) An
eccentric forensic photographer assists
detectives in investigating the most complicated cases.
Dr. Driver (Medical drama, S1-2: 40x48
min.) A former ER doctor working as an
ambulance driver must find his way back
to practicing medicine again because he
only wants to help people.
Five Minutes of Silence (Action drama,
S1-3: 34x49 min.) After becoming a reluctant member of an emergency response
team, a young man finds his calling saving
lives in harsh mountain conditions.

Rookie Robot Explores the World (Kids
animation, 26x3 min.) Curious, open and
friendly Rookie Robot explores his world
and meets new friends, discovers new
things and experiences little adventures in
each episode.

ORF-ENTERPRISE
O (43-1) 87878-13030

PBS INTERNATIONAL
O (1-617) 207-0747

m contentsales@orf.at
w contentsales.orf.at

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Portugal—Wild Land on the Edge
(Wildlife, 1x52 min.) Portugal is a departure
point for great adventures and a welcome
home, balanced on the threshold between
land and sea.
Horses in the Storm—Sardinia’s Rocky
Sanctuary (Wildlife, 1x52 min.) Presents
a poetic and stunningly photographed story
of hundreds of horses run wild on Sardinia’s
harsh, rocky Giara plateau.
Corsica—Mountains in the Sea
(Wildlife, 1x52 min.) Corsica is the perfect
habitat for Europe’s mouflons, the Corsican
red deer, salamanders, tortoises, the
famous hybrid pigs and many other faunal species.
Empire of the Vineyard (Wildlife, 1x52
min.) The life in the vineyards is an empire
fought every day. The documentary shows
the life and survival of animals living in
European vineyards.
Feathered Friends (Wildlife, 1x52
min.) Secret dramas, survival strategies
and strong personalities are revealed
among the birds in the idyllic setting of a
European garden.
The Earth is On Fire (Doc., 1x45
min./1x22 min.) Climate change could
force over 140 million people to migrate
within countries by 2050, says the
World Bank. In some countries it’s
already happening.
Walking on Sunshine (Series, 20x45
min.) After the tumultuous finale of season
one, a storm of emotions now awaits the
team of the weather department.
Soko Kitzbuehel (Series, 257x45 min.)
Features a young investigator team as well
as a gourmet chef and a countess. The

result is a long-running detective series set
in the picturesque Alps.
Fast Forward (Series/TV movies,
60x45 min./4x90 min.) Angelica Fast is
a successful investigator at Vienna’s
criminal investigation department. The
good-looking woman handles the balancing act between her job and parental
duties with humor.

Soko Kitzbuehel

w pbsinternational.org

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
H20: The Molecule That Made Us (Science, 3x60 min.) Explores just how critical
water is to our survival and the challenges
that are facing us.

weight of the world reveals the untold
story of one of the most important
objects on the planet.
Cat & Dog Tales (Science/natural history,
2x60 min.) NOVA examines the science of our
favorite animal companions. What can science tell us about the human relationships
with cats and dogs?
The Gene: An Intimate History (Science/
history, 4x60 min./2x120 min.) Scientific
breakthroughs and patient stories reveal
the human genome’s role in health and
behavior in this Ken Burns series.
Power Trip: The Story of Energy (Science, 6x60 min.) Filmed around the world,
takes viewers on a journey through the
past, present and future of energy.
East Lake Meadows: A Public Housing
Story (Social issues, 2x54 min./1x105
min.) The story of an Atlanta public housing
community raises critical questions about
race and poverty.
Cuba’s Cancer Hope (Science, 1x60 min.)
Cuban doctors have developed lung cancer
vaccines that show so much promise, some
Americans are defying the embargo and traveling for treatment.

RED ARROW
STUDIOS INTERNATIONAL
O (49-89) 9507-7303

m sales@redarrowstudios.com
w redarrowstudios.com/international
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Bosch (Scripted/crime, S6: 10x45 min.,
total: 60x45 min.) LAPD homicide detective Harry Bosch faces a race against time
to defuse a potentially deadly domestic terrorist attack and catch the perpetrators.
Californian Commando (Scripted/comedy, 10x24 min.) A privileged young American
is pushed out of his comfort zone when he
is forced to join the Finnish army in this
fish-out-of-water comedy.
DIY Masters (Reality format) A new competitive format that challenges eight pairs
of DIY enthusiasts with a mixture of knowhow and skills to devise and deliver ingenious DIY ideas.

Cat & Dog Tales

I, Sniper (True crime, 6x60 min.) Told
from the unique perspective of the surviving shooter himself, a tense journey
through the random killings that terrorized
the Washington, D.C. area.
Mirror, Mirror on the Wall (Arts/culture,
1x60 min./1x90 min.) A plastic surgeon and
self-proclaimed artist seizes the spotlight for
daring plastic-surgery performances.
Amazon Empire: The Rise and Reign of
Jeff Bezos (Current affairs, 2x54
min./1x114 min.) FRONTLINE investigates
how Jeff Bezos executed a plan to build one
of the most influential economic and cultural forces in the world.
The Last Artifact (Science, 1x60 min.)
The high-stakes race to redefine the

Dignity

Life 2.0 (Science, 11x22 min.) Is immortality
achievable? Will cybernetic implants make
us more than human? Discover what the
future has in store for us in this new series.
How Factories Changed the World (History, 5x50 min.) Factories have not only shaped
our history, they have built our modern world;
no innovation has defined our world more.
Dignity (Scripted/thriller, 8x52 min.) A
haunting thriller inspired by the real-life
story of a mysterious German sect, established by a former Nazi soldier in Chile.
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A League of Their Own (Ent. format) The
BAFTA Award-winning panel show that
mixes sport, comedy and entertainment.
Celebrity guests join team regulars as they
battle it out across riotous rounds.
Beat the Channel (Ent. format) Two popular
presenters get the chance to win a 15-minute
live broadcast slot where anything goes.
Block Out (Ent. format) The physical game
show that challenges contestants to stay
on the wall—or have a great fall.

RIVE GAUCHE TELEVISION
O (1-818) 784-9912

RTVE
O (34-91) 581-7827

m comercial.internacional@rtve.es
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Néboa (8x60 min.) During the first night of
the Carnival on the island of Néboa, the
body of a teenager turns up in a place
shrouded in legend where other bodies,
killed in just the same way, appeared in
both 1919 and 1989.

m marine@rgitv.com
w www.rgitv.com

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
The Beer Jesus From America (Doc., 1x90
min.) Greg Koch risks millions on a dream to
become the first American to build, own and
operate a craft beer brewery in Europe.
Very Scary People (Crime, 24x60 min.)
Chronicles the lives of some of the most
frightening, diabolical characters in recent
history.
I Saw the Unknown (Paranormal,
10x60 min.) Features stories of people
recounting how they lived through terrifying
experiences of unexplained phenomena.
Don’t Sleep (Format) Each season starts
with 16 contestants who are eliminated oneby-one. The last person to stay awake wins
the final prize.
Bullseye (Format) Challenges families to
work together to navigate a multi-level stage,
answering questions about global pop culture phenomena relevant to the local territory.
My Misdiagnosis (Medical doc., 26x60
min.) Each episode features two cases told
by the people who were misdiagnosed,
their friends, family and doctors.

When an Elephant Smiles (Doc., 1x27
min.) The story of a woman who boldly transformed her family farm in Zimbabwe into a
wildlife sanctuary, nurturing orphaned and
injured animals back to health.
Syrian Tango (Doc., 1x26 min.) An ode to
the uniting power of creativity, profiling the
performers and artists who formed an art
collective in the midst of the Syrian war.
To Be a Cosmonaut (Doc., 1x28 min.)
Follow three candidates during the grueling
selection process to become cosmonauts,
pushing their bodies to the limit to realize
their dream of touching space.
Baikal Babushka: Songs of Life (Doc.,
1x28 min.) A window into the life of 78year-old Lyubov, and her solitary existence
on Lake Baikal’s shoreline, battling unforgiving conditions and family pressure.

Antarctica: 200 Years of Peace
(Nature/current affairs, 1x44 min.) Protecting and preserving Antarctica’s valuable
biological resources through peaceful
cooperation is a task of crucial importance
for all countries.
Solzhenitsyn: Repentance (Bio./culture,
1x64 min.) The last interview of Alexander
Solzhenitsyn about the future of Russia and
the world in the 21st century. He shares his
most private thoughts.
Salyut-7 (Space, 1x44 min.) The space
flight to the Salyut-7 station is a unique
case in cosmonautics history. The cosmonauts brought the uncontrolled vehicle
back to life.

RUSSIA TELEVISION AND
RADIO/SOVTELEXPORT
O (7-495) 955-8920

m ideas@smithsonianchannel.com
w www.smithsonianchannel.com

m ref.ste@vgtrk.com
w sales.vgtrk.com
I’m Alive

Malaka (8x60 min.) Crime thriller centered around two events: the disappearance of the daughter of an important
entrepreneur from Malaga and the emergence of the new drug “Gold.”
Promises of Sand (6x70 min.) An exciting journey of no return to a territory where
everything, including life and death, is
negotiable and where the protagonist has
to choose between loyalty and passion.
I’m Alive (S3: 13x70 min.) Márquez,
recovered from his coma, and the Enlace,
with the help of Sebas, have ended with the
latest threat from the other side. But when
they try to resume their life with Laura,
Susana and Bea, a traumatic event will
change everything again.

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Ekaterina. Pretenders (Historical drama,
16x52 min.) 1774. The rule of Ekaterina is
threatened. Numerous pretenders appear
with claims to the throne. Her personal life
is also troubled.
The Cloister (Drama, 8x52 min.) Late
1920s, Solovki. At the Solovetsky concentration camp, a passionate love story
between one of the prisoners, Artyom, and
a Cheka officer, Galina, unfolds.

RUPTLY

m ocole@ruptly.tv
w ruptly.tv

Don’t Sleep

Something’s Killing Me (Medical doc.,
18x60 min.) Examines puzzling behaviors
and diseases that result in near-death
struggles. Each episode chronicles a race
against time to discover what, or who, is
killing the patient.
Homicide’s Elite (Crime, 24x60 min.)
Features the most baffling, shocking and
heartbreaking cases Detectives David
Quinn and Vince Velazquez have worked in
their combined 50 years on the street.
Donal MacIntyre’s Murder Files (Crime,
26x60 min.) Renowned undercover
reporter and crime journalist Donal
MacIntyre examines the most horrific and
fascinating crimes.
Egg Factor (Docureality, 10x60 min.) Follows the journeys of intended parents who
need the help of egg donors in order to
have a baby.

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
The Coca Trap (Doc., 1x24 min.) Meet
the rural Colombian farmers whose livelihoods rest upon growing coca leaf, under
constant threat from drug traffickers and
local authorities.
Dying Alone (Doc., 1x26 min.) An exploration of the Japanese phenomenon of
kodokushi, “lonely death,” following workers who clean the apartments of those who
passed with no one to care for them.

Dying Alone

17

SMITHSONIAN CHANNEL
O (1-202) 261-1700

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Aerial Britain (Travel/adventure, 4x60
min.) The latest in the Aerial franchise,
filmed in UHD/4K. A visual feast and fascinating exploration of Britain’s natural wonders and history from above.
Air Warriors (Science/aviation, S7:
24x60 min.) Stories of the most influential aircraft of our times, including a special edition to coincide with the new Top
Gun movie. Extraordinary engineering
combined with human drama.
Henry VIII and the King’s Men (History,
5x60 min.) Hosted by Tracy Borman, chief
curator at Britain’s Historic Royal Palaces. Portrays Henry and the men who knew him best,
the instigators, enablers, fools and warriors.
Black in Space: Breaking the Color
Barrier (Space/history, 1x60 min.) One of
the great untold stories of the 20th century:
the Cold War competition between two superpowers to put the first black man in Space.
America in Color (History, 6x60 min.)
The landmark colorized archival series that
brings history back to life returns with
episodes about Alaska, immigration, natural disasters and the crimes of the century.
Apollo’s Moon Shot (Science/space,
6x60 min.) From America’s first manned
orbit to the last man on the moon. Told by
astronauts and scientists, with Smithsonian
National Air & Space Museum’s unrivalled
collection.

The Cloister

Godunov (Historical drama, 17x52 min.) Sixteenth century. The mysterious death of the heir
to the throne ends the rule of an ancient
dynasty. For the first time, the Russian people
elect a Tsar: Boris Godunov.
Blackout (Crime drama, 11x44 min.) In
turbulent 1990s Russia, a veteran of the
Soviet-Afghan war comes home to find a
completely different country—morally devastated and drowning in crime.
Two Tickets Home (Drama, 1x94 min.)
Lyuba is an orphan. She learns that her
father is alive and he is in prison for her
mother’s murder. She decides to kill him.
Anna Karenina (Drama, 8x42-47 min.) The
late 19th century. Russian high society. St.
Petersburg aristocrat Anna Karenina enters
into a reckless love affair with the dashing
count Alexey Vronsky.
Who Are We? (Travel/psychology, 1x54
min.) A young Parisian of Russian origin
goes to the distant Solovetsky Islands to
trace his ancestors.

Air Warriors

Mystic Britain (History, 6x60 min.)
Comedian Clive Anderson and anthropologist Mary-Ann Ochota explore Britain’s
mystical past. From strange tombs to
twisted skeletons, the landscape reveals
ancient rituals and sacred beliefs.
VE Day (History, 1x60 min.) On the 75th
anniversary of victory over Nazi Germany in
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World War II, rare color footage and firstperson stories bring fresh perspective to
one of humanity’s greatest triumphs.
Into the Puma Triangle (Wildlife, 1x60
min.) Pumas have always been known as
solitary animals. For the first time, this film
reveals them hunting in packs in the heart of
Chilean Patagonia.
An American Aristocrat’s Guide to
Great Estates (8x60 min.) Host Julie
Montagu, Viscountess Hinchingbrooke,
gives an all-access pass to the amazing
architecture, aristocratic inhabitants, treasures and secrets of some of Britain’s most
impressive estates.

SPI INTERNATIONAL
O (1-212) 673-5103

content from gaming YouTubers, video
game tournaments (esports) with milliondollar prize pools and much more.

STUDIO 100 MEDIA
O (49-89) 960-855-0

m distribution@studio100media.com
w www.studio100group.com
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
100% Wolf—Legend of the Moonstone
(CGI comedy adventure, 26x22 min.) Freddy
Lupin, heir to a line of werewolves, was in
shock when on his 13th birthday his first “warfing” went awry, turning him into a poodle.

m info@spiintl.com
w spiintl.com

HIGHLIGHTS
TDC (Timeless Drama Channel) (Channel) Aimed at people of all ages who love the
drama genre and want to watch criticallyacclaimed shows that have defined the landscape of Turkish and worldwide television.
Film1 (Channel) Extensive selection of premium content for all movie lovers in the
Netherlands. Four different themed channels for every taste: Film1 Premiere, Film1
Drama, Film1 Action and Film1 Family.
FilmBox (Channel) Entertaining content for
a wide audience. Hollywood movies,
favorite evergreens and popular series.
FilmBox Premium (Channel) The best
movies, fresh from the theaters.
Fast&FunBox (Channel) Offering actionpacked adrenaline sports, from car racing and
motocross to snowboarding and skateboarding; a large variety of disciplines, shows and
competitions from all over the world.
FashionBox (Channel) World’s first
native-HD fashion channel. Top models,
top designers, top brands, hottest catwalks, shopping shows and all the latest
news from the fashion world.
FunBox UHD (Channel) Experience every
nuance and detail, extended colors and
insane contrasts in dynamic Ultra HD TV,
which gives you four times as much detail
as 1080p full HD.

FightBox

FightBox (Channel) Worldwide channel
presenting a compilation of the finest combat sports from around the globe, all on
one channel.
DocuBox (Channel) Unforgettable collection
of fascinating and award-winning documentary features and TV programming exploring
the mysteries and beauty of our planet.
Gametoon (Channel) Features highlights
of popular video games, entertainment

STUDIOCANAL
O (44-20) 7534-2700

m sales@studiocanaltv.com
w www.studiocanaltvseries.com
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Shadowplay (Thriller, 8x60 min.) Max
McLaughlin is an American cop arriving in
Berlin in the summer of 1946 to create a
police force in the aftermath of war.
Possessions (Psychological thriller, 6x60
min.) A young French woman who came to
live in Jerusalem is accused of the murder
of her husband the day of their wedding.
Baron Noir (Political drama, S3: 8x60 min.)
After working in the shadows for so long, the
Baron Noir Philippe Rickwaert decides to run
for president.
Spiral (Crime procedural, S8: 10x60 min.)
The final season of the first and most iconic
Canal+ Creation Originale.
The Adventures of Paddington (Family
animation, 52x11 min. & 1x22 min. Christmas
special) A new version of a familiar bear. A
heartwarming show about being curious,
being good and being part of a loving family.
All the Way Up (Comedy, 10x30 min.) A
young rapper’s adventures as he climbs the
celebrity ladder after his first successful featuring with a very powerful and aging rapper.

Heidi

Heidi (CGI adventure, S1-2: 65x22 min.)
Old and new adventures of the happy and
communicative orphan girl who handles all
challenges of everyday life with a smile.
Tip the Mouse (CGI preschool comedy,
S1-3: 104x7 min.) From the best-selling
children’s book series, little Tip is pure fun
and curiosity for preschoolers. Season
three now available.
Wissper (CGI preschool adventure/comedy, S1-2: 104x7 min.) Wissper is a little
girl who can talk to animals. She can sense
their feelings and thus she can help animals around the world.
Arthur and the Minimoys—The Series
(CGI adventure/fantasy, 26x24 min.)
Arthur found the world of the Minimoys
and visits his friends Selenia and
Betameche. This time the King of the
Minimoys is organizing the resistance
against tyrant Malthazar.
Maya the Bee (CGI preschool adventure,
S1-2: 130x13 min.) Two seasons featuring
exciting adventures with Maya, the little bee
who is so unlike any of the other bees, and her
very best friends.
Mia and me (Fantasy/adventure, S1-3:
78x23 min.) The adventures of Mia and her
friends in the magical land of Centopia,
where they have to protect unicorns from
all kinds of villains.
Drop Dead Weird (Live-action comedy,
26x24 min.) Three Aussie kids trying to fit
into their new hometown are harboring an
enormous secret: their parents are zombies.
Random & Whacky (Live-action comedy,
15x24 min.) Comedy series about a top-secret
agency that solves the problems faced by reallife kids.
Ghost Rockers (Live-action mystery,
209x12 min. & 1x92 min.) In teenage
soap-style, five friends with big dreams
and a raw musical talent discover haunted
spirits of an old rock band that help them
turn the tide.

GET DAILY NEWS ON
KIDS’ PROGRAMMING

Baron Noir

The Lawyer (Thriller, S2: 8x60 min.) After
the apparent suicide of the daughter of a
Copenhagen crime boss, lawyer Frank
Nordling risks everything to uncover the truth.
Esther’s Notebooks (Family animation,
S2: 50x2 min., S3: 53x2 min.) Two new
seasons of Riad Sattouf’s animated series
that draws us into the daily life of a 10year-old girl, Esther.

SUPERIGHTS
O (33) 516-500-016

m sales@superights.net
w www.superights.net
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
That’s Joey (Kids comedy 3D, 52x13
min.) With his friends Olive and Yassine,
Joey will find the most imaginative and
unexpected ideas to get out of wacky situations and help everyone around him.
Maelys’ Mysteries (Kids adventure comedy 2D, 52x13 min.) Maelys is a 10-yearold girl eager to solve mysteries with the
help of her best friend, Lucien.
Pat the Dog (Kids cartoon comedy 3D, 141x7
min., 10x1.5 min. & 4x22 min.) Tells the daily
adventures of an ordinary little dog, Pat, and
his owner, Lola. Pat would do anything to save
Lola’s day.

Maelys’ Mysteries

Helen’s Little School (Preschool comedy
3D, 52x13 min.) Follows 5-year-old Helen
and her unruly toy students in this not-soordinary class, where they will discover
that helping and listening to each other is
the best way to learn.
Zibilla (Preschool 2D, 1x26 min.) Zibilla is
different and children at school don’t accept
her. When she unintentionally falls into an
exciting adventure and meets a wild lion, she
gains the self-confidence to roar back.
Ralph & the Dinosaurs (Preschool edutainment 2D, 26x5 min.) Follow Ralph’s
adventures in the world of dinosaurs and
have fun learning or refreshing your ideas
about what you think you already know.
Bo Bear (Preschool/family live action,
52x5 min. & 1x60 min.) In each episode, a
kid faces a new situation that could sound
difficult or challenging, but with the help of
Bo Bear, it becomes a life-learning lesson.
Doopie (Live-action preschool, 26x7 min.)
Doopie, a plush toy who lives in a store, goes
out into the world, full of enthusiasm. Every
day, he meets a child, with whom he has all
kinds of adventures.
Puffin Rock (Preschool comedy 2D, 78x7
min.) Set on a beautiful island off the Irish
coast. Nature and wildlife are central to the
stories of Oona and Baba, a cute sister and
brother puffling pair.
Clay Time (Preschool edutainment 2D,
60x3 min. & 60 live tutorials) The show
invites 3- to 5-year-olds to develop their
imagination with a universal activity: modeling
clay. Season two in production.

TCB MEDIA RIGHTS
O (44-20) 3970-5577

m jasmin.joseph@tcbmediarights.com
w www.tcbmediarights.com
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Extreme Ice Machines (Science/tech.,
10x60 min.) In each hour-long episode, we
highlight three different extreme machines
from across the planet. The series is hostless and the story is driven via narration.
Hitler’s Supercars (History, 1x60 min.)
Charts the rise of Nazi Germany’s domination of Silver Arrow Grand Prix and Speed
Record cars of the 1930s.
Paranormal Nightshift (Crime/investigation, 13x60 min.) By day the workplace is
rational and efficient—but at night these
same offices, hotels, eateries and even
open highways become the domain of
ghosts, demons and the inexplicable.
Puppy School (Animals/pets, 10x30
min.) Shows the contrasting traits, personalities and skills required from each
breed in order to be trained to become a
dog with a job.
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Stacey & the Lifers (Doc., 1x60 min.) Stacey
Dooley embeds herself in Iowa’s Correctional
Institute for Women and gets to know the
mothers, daughters and wives who have said
“goodbye” forever to their loved ones.

The Boy II (Feature film) After a family
moves into the Heelshire Mansion, their
young son soon makes friends with a lifelike doll called Brahms.

TERRA MATER
FACTUAL STUDIOS
O (43-1) 87003-0

m office@terramater.at,
sven.westphal@terramater.at
w www.terramater.at

Puppy School

9/11: Control the Skies (Doc., 1x60 min.)
The story of how air traffic controllers in the
small town of Gander, Newfoundland,
pulled off the impossible.
Age Gap Love: Millionaires (Reality/ent.,
2x60 min.) Meets very rich men and
women and their substantially younger
partners—to find out if money helps an
age gap love relationship.
Henry VIII: Man, Monarch, Monster (History, 3x60 min.) Reveals Henry VIII like never
before, bringing together a team of renowned
Tudor experts to investigate the real man
behind the myth.
Ultimate Rides (Cars, 20x30 min.) Meet
the obsessed owners, lift the lid on insane
custom builds and get behind the wheel of
the latest multi-million-dollar hyper-car.
How Did They Build That? (Science/
tech., 8x60 min.) Celebrates some of the
most incredible feats of engineering that
beg the question: how did they build that?

TELEFILMS
O (54-11) 5032-6000

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
The Alps—Wild Mountains, Extreme
Lives (Nature, 2x50 min.) This series tells
a dramatic story of survival in an everchanging world.
Arctic—A Paradise Imperiled (Nature,
1x50 min.) Shot over four years, shows the
splendor, enormous scope and beauty of
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, one of the
last havens for caribou herds, polar bears,
wolves and grizzlies.
Dehesa—The Spanish (Nature, 2x50
min./1x90 min.) The Dehesa, the Spanish
Serengeti, is a crucially important ecosystem with awe-inspiring biodiversity. For all
its apparent serenity and tranquility, this is
a wild territory.
Lake Balaton—Europe’s Hidden Paradise
(Nature, 1x50 min.) In and around the shores,
fields, forests and shallow bays of Lake Balaton, a huge variety of animals survive.
Born in the Rockies (Nature, 1x50 min.)
We follow the lives of three courageous
animal families as they struggle to survive
in one of the most challenging habitats on
Earth—North America’s Rocky Mountains.
Nature’s Networks (Nature, 1x50 min.) It
is considered essential, invaluable and
worthy of our protection, and yet its impact
continues to be underestimated: biodiversity. But what does it actually mean? And
why do we need it?

21 Bridges

21 Bridges (Feature film) Chadwick
Boseman stars in this action thriller produced
by Anthony Russo and Joe Russo about a disgraced NYPD detective thrust into a citywide
manhunt for a pair of cop killers.

m info@toon2tango.com
w www.toon2tango.com

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Hey Fuzzy Yellow (Preschool hybrid
edutainment/emotainment, 52x11 min.)
An unconventional curriculum-designed
show to equip children with 21st century
skills. (Presented by Toon2Tango and
Mondo TV)
Agent 203 (Bridge CGI action comedy,
26x22 min.) A coming-of-age adventure
featuring a strong and independent female
lead on a quest to save the universe and
find her mother. (Presented by Toon2Tango
and Mondo TV)
Monster Park (Bridge 2D-3D action comedy, 52x11 min.) Three kids help their grandfather with his monster-hunting business.
Rather than just catching them, they want to
get to know them first.
The Wee Littles (Preschool simulated
stop-motion, 52x5 min.) A tiny family of four,
living in the forest, handle their compact size
with their own unique and inventive flair.

Agent 203

Aliens vs Cavemen (Kids 6+ 2D slapstick
comedy, 78x7 min.) A fish-out-of-water,
buddies with little in common, slapstick
chase, weird alien zoo comedy: uptight
clean-freak alien culture vs booger-loving
anything-goes cavemen. (Presented by
Toon2Tango and Mondo TV)
Trailrangers vs the Galaxy (Bridge 2D3D action comedy, 26x22 min.) An unruly
ranger team and an extraterrestrial girl battle a secret alien plot to take over the world.

m telefilms@telefilms.com.ar
w www.telefilms.com.ar
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Greenland (Feature film) A disaster thriller
that follows a family struggling for survival in
the face of a cataclysmic natural disaster.
Fatima (Feature film) Tells the story of a
10-year-old shepherd and her two young
cousins in Fátima, Portugal, who report
seeing visions of the Virgin Mary.
My Spy (Feature film) Follows JJ, a hardened
CIA operative, who has been demoted and
finds himself at the mercy of a precocious
9-year-old girl named Sophie after he is
sent undercover to surveil her family.

TOON2TANGO
O (49-151) 237-10-321

Dehesa—The Spanish

Planet California (Nature, 2x50 min.) It’s
the home of Hollywood, Disneyland and
the Golden Gate Bridge—and a place of
refuge for wildlife: cougars, coyotes, twoton elephant seals and great white sharks.
The Secret Crown (Nature, 1x50 min.)
When a fisherman near the coast of
Guatemala and Belize discovers an
unknown reef, a race against time begins to
keep it secret—and safe.
Remarkable Rabbits (Nature, 1x50
min.) Discover the secret lives of rabbits
and hares, and marvel at their ingenious
strategies for securing food, mates—and
for survival.
Under Cover—Every Body Needs a
Coat (Nature, 1x50 min.) We’ll explore
how fur, feathers, scales and shells in the
animal kingdom have evolved, and what
purpose they serve.

GET DAILY NEWS
ON TELEVISION DRAMA

VIACOMCBS
O (44-203) 580-2504

R (Dark comedy, 10x60 min.) A man is diagnosed with a terminal illness, so he decides to
throw his life overboard, only to find out that his
diagnosis was the result of a typo.
Secrets of the Royals (Factual, S1: 5x60
min., S2: 5x60 min.) A glimpse into the
world of the British Royal Family from royal
traditions and priceless jewels to healthcare, and a look at the grand palaces.
Light as a Feather (Thriller, S1: 10x22
min., S2: 16x22 min.) A late-night game
of “light as a feather, stiff as a board”
between five friends takes an eerie turn
when a mysterious newcomer predicts
the way each girl will die.

Gods of the Game

The Oval (Scripted, 25x60 min.) A seemingly
perfect interracial first family becomes the
White House’s newest residents. But behind
closed doors they unleash a torrent of lies,
cheating and corruption.
Gods of the Game (Format, 30 min. eps.)
Features prominent sports stars as they
take on “everyday’ contestants in unique
and hilarious challenges based upon the
impressive skills of each sporting legend.
America’s Most Musical Family (Format, 60 min. eps.) Across 12 weeks, 30
singing groups, bands and duos pull out all
the stops to show off their musical
prowess with a special twist—everyone in
their group is related in some way.
Backdoor (Comedy, S1: 20x30 min.) An
adaptation of Porta dos Fundos, a format
with short sketches that showcases different
social situations in a satirical, over-the-top,
and very funny way.

WILDBRAIN
O (1-416) 363-8034

m sales@wildbrain.com
w www.wildbrain.com
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Chip & Potato (Preschool, 80x11 min.)
Chip, a 4-year-old pug puppy, takes her first
steps towards independence at kindergarten.
Her secret friend Potato is always snuggled
up in her pocket for comfort.

m contentsales@vimn.com
w b2b.viacom.com
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
It’s Pony (Animation, 20x30 min.) A normal girl’s life is made extraordinary by her
best friend—an unpredictable, outrageous,
and hilarious talking pony.
The Casagrandes (Animation, S1: 20x30
min., S2: greenlit) The story of an independent, adventurous 11-year-old who
moves to the city to live with her big, loving,
multi-generational family.
Awkwafina is Nora from Queens
(Scripted, S1: 10x30 min., S2: greenlit)
Raised by her Dad and Grandma alongside
her cousin, Nora Lin leans on her family as
she navigates life and young adulthood in
outer-borough NYC.

Chip & Potato

My Perfect Landing (Kids live-action,
15x30 min.) Follows Jenny Cortez, a talented
young gymnast, who moves to a new city
when her family gets the opportunity to run
their own gymnastics club.
Malory Towers (Kids live-action, 13x24
min.) Drama series set in post-war Britain
based on the iconic novels by Enid Blyton.
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Perched high on the sun-drenched cliffs of
the Cornish coast, Malory Towers is an allgirls’ boarding school.

WINSING ANIMATION

m sophie@winsing.net
w en.winsing.net

ring programs featuring edge-of-your-seat
action and unpredictable drama, showcasing
the larger-than-life WWE Raw Superstars.
WWE SmackDown (Sports/ent., 52x60
min./ 52x120 min.) Live, weekly, in-ring flagship program featuring edge-of-your seat
action and unpredictable drama, showcasing
the WWE SmackDown Live Superstars.

ZDF ENTERPRISES
O (49) 6131-9910

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
GoGoBus SEL Series (Kids 2-5 3D edutainment, 156x13 min.) When trouble
strikes the kids, an AI school bus is there to
solve the problem and save the day.
GoGoBus & Team Steam (Kids 3-5 3D
edutainment, 104x15 min. 4K) Team Steam
is made up of six amazing kids who each use
a different STEM-based area of expertise to
solve the problems they face.

m info@zdf-enterprises.de
w www.zdf-enterprises.de

WWE SmackDown

GoGoBus SEL Series

GG Bond: Loli Pop in Fantasy (Kids 4-8
3D adventure, 1x85 min.) Genie accidentally
pops into a fantasy world, where she meets
GG Bond. GG Bond hopes to bring Genie
back to her own world.
GG Bond Spin Off—Dino Diary (Kids 4-8
3D adventure, 52x13 min.) After an inspiring speech, Dr. Mihoo left behind a messy
castle for GG Bond to build a universally
popular museum.
GG Bond Season 15: Racing (Kids 4-8,
104x15 min.) GG Bond, a star agent from the
Interstellar Alliance, gets separated from
teammates and accidentally enters into an
unknown space.
GG Bond Season 14: Dodgeball Legend
(Kids 4-8 3D adventure, 104x15 min.) GG
Bond luckily gets an autographed dodgeball
from the star player Apolloson. From that time
on, GG Bond decides to become a professional dodgeball player.
Crazy Candies 6 (Kids 4-8 3D comedy,
30x7 min.) In the Food Square of Dream
Garden, there is a food cart run by Marshyo, a
top-chef wannabe, and his assistant, Jackey.
Crazy Candies 5 (Kids 4-8 3D comedy,
30x7 min.) Candies are leading a happy life in
Candy Jar. Marshyo and his good friend Jackey
are working hard at Bao House and looking
for the secret recipe of Master Baozi.
Doby & Disy: Hello Dream (Kids 2-6
edutainment, 26x15 min.) Doby and Disy
travel around the world with a Dream Airship
to help kids realize their dreams.
Doby & Disy’s Dreamy Town (Kids 2-6
edutainment, 1x84 min.) Doby and Disy find
out that their friends did not wake up after
falling asleep. So they decide to get into their
friends’ dreams to save them.

WWE
O (1-203) 352-8600

m wweintl@wwecorp.com
w www.wwe.com
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
WWE Raw (Sports/ent., 52x60 min./
52x120 min./52x180 min.) Live, weekly, in-

clumsy but headstrong young boy, become a
soccer champion.
Zig & Sharko (Kids 6-10 slapstick comedy,
S3: 78x7 min.) Marina takes her friends aboard
an ocean liner for a cruise around the world.
But it’s not vacation time for her and Sharko—
with a famished hyena on board, danger is
always lurking over the next wave.

WWE NXT (Sports/ent., 52x60 min./
52x120 min.) Live, weekly, in-ring program
featuring edge-of-your-seat action and
unpredictable drama, showcasing the largerthan-life WWE NXT Superstars.
Total Divas (Sports/ent., 12x60 min.) Reality
series featuring the real women of WWE—go
inside their personal lives like never before.
WWE BottomLine (Sports/ent., 52x60
min.) Weekly highlight program that chronicles the action from WWE Raw with postmatch analysis and exclusive updates.
WWE AfterBurn (Sports/ent., 52x60
min.) Weekly highlight program that chronicles the action from WWE SmackDown
Live with post-match analysis and exclusive updates.

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Freud (Crime/suspense drama, 8x45
min.) Contemporary storytelling meets
the decadence of Vienna in the 1890s, as
Freud unwittingly becomes part of a
nerve-racking investigation into a murderous conspiracy.
Top Dog (Crime/suspense drama, 8x45
min.) Ambitious Swedish lawyer Emily
wants to solve a kidnapping. Ex-con Teddy
just wants out of the Mafia. Together they
are unstoppable.
Great Inventions (Science/knowledge,
35x50 min.) A celebration of humankind’s
great inventions that have transformed our
world, from mundane household breakthroughs to spectacular innovations in
technology and science.
Anthropocene—The Rise of Humans
(Science/knowledge, 3x50 min.) This stunning and optimistic portrait reveals cuttingedge scientific and societal solutions to our
planet’s greatest danger: the devastating
impact of humans on planet Earth.

Coconut the Little Dragon (Kids animation, S2: 104x12 min.) It takes an
adventure into fascinating worlds for
misfits Coconut the Little Dragon and his
best friends to realize that other dragons
have problems too.
Surprise Supervise! The Prism Is a
Dancer Show (Unscripted, 90 min. eps.)
An unsuspecting studio member is confronted with their awkward online past in
this award-winning comedy show, proving
that the internet forgets nothing.

ZODIAK KIDS
O (44-20) 7013-4431

m sales@zodiakkids.com
w www.zodiakkids.com
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Cry Babies Magic Tears (Preschool animation, S1: 12x3 min., S2: 26x5 min., S3: 36x5
min., S4: 26x5 min. in prod.) Join the cute little
babies with their big personalities as they
explore this imaginative world where tears are
magical and carry special powers.
Lost in Oz (Animation, 26x30 min.) Dorothy
needs magic to return to Kansas, but quickly
learns that Oz is in the middle of the worst
magic shortage in years.
Gortimer (Live action, S1: 13x30 min., S2:
13x30 min., S3: 13x30 min.) Gortimer and his
friends go on adventures of self-discovery,
where they encounter magical frogs, mysterious bookmobiles, blood moon eclipses,
memory erasers and more.

XILAM ANIMATION
O (33-1) 4018-7200

m info@xilam.com
w www.xilam.com

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
De Gaulle at the Beach (Comedy, 30x2.25
min.) Summer 1958. Wearied by the ingratitude of the French and by the mediocrity of
their leaders, the Liberator of France decides
to go on a well-deserved holiday.
Lupin’s Tales (Kids 4-6 comedy, 78x7 min.)
Lupin dreams of being like the storybook
heroes he admires, travelling from one tale to
the next to live their adventures. But as the
intrepid little wolf soon discovers, reaching the
happy ending is no easy task.

Lupin’s Tales

Moka’s Fabulous Adventures! (Kids 6-10
comedy, 78x7 min.) Moka, a naive and reckless little Prince crocodile, heads off to
explore his kingdom. Cherry, his rhino bodyguard, is sent along to ensure his protection.
But Moka constantly gets them into trouble.
Coach Me If You Can (Kids 6-10 comedy,
52x13 min.) To lift the spell that turned him
into a soccer ball, the superstar Erico Platana
will have to deflate his ego and help Daniel, a
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Lost in Oz

Freud

Heirs of the Night (Kids live action,
26x26 min.) Ailsa and her classmates at
vampire school were once mortal enemies,
but they must unite to defeat Dracula and
save the world from eternal darkness.
SimsalaGrimm (Animation, 52x25 min.)
Join Yoyo and Doc Croc and their magical
fairytale book through a world filled with
traditional fairytale characters in this
humorous, educational and non-violent
adventure.
Dunkelstadt (Crime/suspense drama,
6x45 min.) Private Investigator Doro hates
injustice and following orders. Her ability to
elicit information helps her in her career but
has drawbacks in her personal life.
Hide and Seek (Crime/suspense drama,
8x50 min.) With a complex storyline and
unique characters, this film noir thriller,
about a town where children are disappearing without a trace, has emotional, hidden depths.

Kody Kapow (Preschool animation, 52x11
min./26x22 min.) An aspiring martial artsstyle superhero spends the summer with his
extended family in a small village in China.
Floogals (Preschool animation, 130x11 min.)
Fleeker, Flo and Boomer are pocket-sized
alien adventurers on a mission to observe,
experience and detail the new and exciting
world around them: planet Earth.
Little Princess (Preschool animation,
135x11 min.) Little Princess is full of energy,
charm and questions about how the world
works. She has an impressive curiosity
and is delightfully stubborn.
Totally Spies (Animation, 156x26 min.)
Saving mankind from a dastardly archvillain
and passing that impossible algebra exam—it’s
all in a day’s work for super spies Clover, Sam
and Alex.
LoliRock (Animation, 52x26 min.) When Iris
joins the girl group LoliRock, her life is changed
forever, as a new world of music, mysteries
and magical powers is revealed.
Monster Buster Club (Animation, 52x26
min.) Juggling school and top-secret monster
busting can be tough—especially when your
science teacher turns out to be an alien.
Mister Maker (Preschool live action, 60x20
min.) Combines live action, graphics and a
variety of animation techniques to entertain
Mini Makers in a modern and fresh way.
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